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Woman ReceiVes Financial
Support For College From
Tom Joyner

TOyOta Announces $7.8 BilliOn COmmitment
TO Create Retail Career Opportunities
developed by Toyota Motor
Sales (TMS). U.SA-, lnc. and

A

• the nation’s number one, fly-

ota announced recently a com-

graduate student s college loan

jock to assist me in making this

was totaIed in an accident.

prehensive rededication to

Toyota Motor Manufacturing,

will be paid, thanks to a “

transition in my Iife. I recently

Joyner still wanted to help

diversity and inclusion that

will generate more than $7.8

North America, Inc.'
Toyota also announced a

billion in sustainable minority

visionary multi-million-dollar

TORRANCE.CA- Toy-

economic impact by Toyota’s

North American companies

industry initiative to improve
minority representation in

over the next 10 years. These

lucrative dealership, manage-

funds will flow to the minority

ment and technical positions.

community through procure-

This new program will go.

ment, advertising, dealer de-

beyond traditional corporate

velopment, community

diversity measures that focus

in

volvement, professional services and career training. Rep-

Jim Press and Rev. Jesse Jackson

on compliance and quotas,
helping to launch careers and

resenting a dramatic increase

fill tlie automotive dealership

over the present levels of com-

pipeline with diverse talent.

GAINESVILLE -

Christmas Wish” gift from

Morning Show learned her car

moved here from Palatka, - Drayton and will pay her overto start graduate due student loan.

Tom Joyner, host of ‘The Tom

FIorida,

Joyner Morning Show" that is

school at the University of

“Kandra Drayton is doing

Florida. I wiIl pursue a mas-

everything she can to improve

in

heard

WTMG

Gainesville

Magic

on

101.3FM

“The Station of Choice.”

ter's degree in mass communi-

her life,” Joyner says. “She has

journalism

enrolled in graduate school

cations.

Their

Kandra Drayton sent a let

school is ranked third in the

and moved closer to her mom.

ter to ‘The Tom Joyner Moming Show” requesting financial

nation and it happens to be

She shows us how we all need

dose to my hometown, near

help at some point. The Christ-

assistance to aid her during a

my mom.”

Please see pg. 8

difficult period in. her life.

Drayton, a single mother

Joyner will pay the balance on

of t\yo daughters, said retum-

Drayton’s overdue student

ing to graduate schooI drained

Ioan.
“I recently went through a

asked Joyner to purchase new

her financially. She originally

mitment, the plan also includes

"With this comprehensive,

processes to ensure account-

2lst Century strategy for

divorce and things have been

tires for her car. After deciding

ability and deIivery of promis-

diversity and inclusion, which

veiy, very tough financially,”

to grant the Christmas Wish to

es. The strategy was jointly

Please see pg. 11

Drayton says. “Now, I turn to

Drayton, the Tom Joyner

NEWS
DEADLINE
IS 4PM
MONDAY

ROUSON, FELTON-DUDLEY,

A Credit Plan For You!
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Thirty Eight Cruised The Last Ebony Salutes Historically Black
Frontier •' Alaska---------------- R Colleges And uniyersities---------

EBONY Salutes Historically Black Colleges and Universities: Celebrating
EBONY's special salute to African-American institutions of higher education in the.
September 2001 issue are EBONY and Johnson Publishing Co. President & COO Linda
Johnson Rice (c) joined by (r-l) EBONY Executive Editor Lerone Bennett Jr., United
Negro College Fund President and CEO’ William H. Gray III, Thurgood Marshall
Scholarship Fund President Dwayne Ashley, National Association For Equal
Opportunity in Higher Education Interim President Dr. Wilma Roscoe, and EBONY
Associate Publisher Jeff Burns Jr.

ST.

EBONY

CHICAGO. ILL - Ebony

Ebony to celebrate this first

For Equal Opportunity in

Magazine salutes the nation's

annual salute to tlie colleges

Higher Education (NAFEO)

“Ebony is committed to

Historically Black Colleges

that have graduated leaders

Interim President Dr. Wilma

the power and the preservation

and Universities (HBCU) in a

such as: Dr. Martin Dither

Roscoe, and Ebony Associate

Please See pg. 11

special section in the Septem

King, Jr., Supreme Court Jus

ber 2001 issue. Tlie special

tice

includes articles that feature

Oprah Winfrey, Spike Lee,

famous graduates, college

Toni Morrison, the Rev. Jesse

Thurgood

Marshall,

presidents, a focus on the Unit-

L Jackson, Alexis Herman,

ed Negro College Fund, the

Walter Payton and Andrew

Thurgood Maishall Scholar
ship Fund, plus information

go world headquarters of

Young. Gathering at the Chica-

Publisher JeffBums, Jr.

The Next Buckle
Up Florida SaSety
Belt Enforcement
Wave----------------------

about unique programs of

Ebony and Johnson Publish-

TALLAHASSEE - Currently, Horida has a 69.5 percent

study offered, and an HBCU

ing Company were Ebony &

safety, belt usage rate. This means that about one-third of Florid-

directory to institutions across

Johnson Publishing Co. Presi

iins are putting themselves at needless risk for death or injury

the nation ranging from More-

dent & COO Undo Johnson

in a traffic crash. During the week of Labor Day, Iaw enforce-

house College to Howard Uni-

Rice,-Ebony Executive Editor

ment officers across Florida will have zero tolerance for those

versity to Florida A&M Uni

Lerone Bennett, Jr., United

who don't buckle, up and don't buckle up their kids.

versity.

Negro College Fund President

Recently, leadeis of institu-

& CEO William H. Gray, III.

Horida’s safety belt and child safety seat laws can be found
at www.legstate.fl.us, statutes 316.613 and.3l6.6l4.

PETERSBURG -

through glacier bay to the fre

toms to select from taking a

were those in the group who

tions representing these Afri-

Thurgood MarjhalI Scholar

Alaska has been called the last

quent sighting of whales in tire

helicopter ride and landing on

For more information about the enforcement wave, please

were adventurous and had- no

can-American institutions of
higher education joined with

ship Fund President Dwayne

contact Buckle Up Florida or your local law enforcement agen-

Ashley, National Association

cies.

frontier and it lived up to, its

distance.

panoramic

the glaciers, whale watching,

fear in taking tlie most chal-

name. This group recently

views left one breathless as the

dog sledding, train ride up

Ienging touis. The ship made

cruised the inside passage in
Alaska on Carnival Cruise
Lines’s “Spirit” from Anchor

ship slowly made its way for

White Pass to Summit Moun
tain, visiting salmon hatch,--

stops to Valdez, Juneau, Skag-

tlie passengers to behold the

way and Ketchikan. This was

Due to the Labor Day

ice formation such as was seen

cries, salmon fishing trips, vis

a cruise to remember and I

age to Vancouver. There was

holiday, news deadline for

at Hubbard Glacier.

iting the totem pole village to

dare say that many will cruise

city tours and more. There

Alaska again. s

nothing as majestic as cruising

There

Such

were

numerous

the sept. 6th edition of
Clie Weeldg Challenger will be

HAVE A SAFE AND HAPPY LABOR DAY’!!
DON’T DRINK AND DRIVE

saturday, sept. 1 st at
12noon.
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Palmetto Park NeighborhoodCommunity Garden Grand Opening

Rambling
With

Charles Howard
"Yesterday has gone, forget it.
Today is here, use it.

ST. PETERSBURG - On
Saturday, August 25,2001 res-

Tomorrow may not come,
Sp don't wait on it."

idents, community leaders and

896-2152

city officials attended and participated in Palmetto Park
Neighborhood’s Grand Open-

MORE UNIQUE WAYS

ing of the Community Garden.

TO STRETCH

Reference Directory of Air

A DOLLAR

Charter and Group Tour avail

The Association’s president Lurtis Simmons facilitat-

It’s Smarter To Charter!

ed the ceremony, which began

Jax-Fax: The Standard

Jet

ability,

Airtransport

If you’re not the tour con- Exchange, Inc. (Jax.) JAX
ductor type a no cost way to fly Building, 9 Webbs Hit Road,
to Europe is to persuade 75 Stamford. Connecticut 06903

at llam. The Palmetto Park

Teen Council, directed by

neighborhood resident and

couples from a club to which (Monthly - Charter Schedyou belong to charter an air- ules).
****
plane. while the rental of a

association officer, Evelyn

Fletcher, cited the Pledge of
Allegiance, and performed at

plane and crew is astronomi-

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

the event.
Mayor Rick Baker and

cally expensive, a flight to

Today - August 30 (Virgo),

Deputy Mayor Mike Dove

Europe averages out to less Sharon Sermon, Joy Porter
than $300 per peison, round Wright, Joseph Johnson, lst

were also on hand, rendering

trip, split 150 ways, naturally,' thru 5th: Bill Robert Williams,

words of congratulations to the

as organizer, you’ll include Ernest Fillyau, Sr., Samuel

residents of the Palmetto Park

yourself and a friend in at no Smith, Larry Manuel, Kayla
charge.
K. Wyatt, Kenneth (Coach)
Wfo/rahg: Travel clubs car Robinson, Deborah Rowser,

neighborhood.
The community garden,

which is located at 2519 3rd

not charter, and one member j. Jade Mathis, Reginald Paul
a family flying charter must Mitchell, Linda Wilson, Laura
have been a member of the Howard, Denise (De ‘De)

Avenue South, is available to
all residents in the Palmetto
Park neighborhood.

cIub for at least six months. Taylor and Delores Hayes.
****
(The airlines don’t want to

As stated by Association

President, Lurtis Simmons,

make it too easy for you to take

“the garden allows residents to

advantage at this spectacular

come together, share, and ben-

moneysaver.)

efit, and that’s what it’s all

The deepest urge in

human nature is the

desire to be important.

For further information:
‘Cheaper by the Charter”.

about”

UNTIL NEXT W EEK,

Newsweek, Vol. 86,18 August

Tampa Bay's Minority Enterprise
Development Week Kicks Off Sept, 10th

JUMP TO IT!

1975, page 63.

TAMPA - Local celebra-

Tampa Bay’s MED Week

W. Cypress Street. The Kick-

tember llth, for anyone who

again hold the Minority Busi-

“Strategies for Growth in the

Bay’s overall success”, says

Verizon, Tampa Electric Com

tion of Minority Enterprise

Committee has been working

Off reception will be held on

has ever wondered about the

ness Showcase Bus Tour. The

American Economy”. “Small

Machelle Maner Community

pany, First Union National

Development Week officially

each year to insure a successful

September lOth at 6pm and

benefits or process of getting

Events will culminate with the

businesses continue to be the

Development Officer of First

Bank, The Tampa Tribune and

kicks off on Monday, Septem-

week for Tampa Bay’s Minor-

will include an opportunity for

into a business franchise. Ses-

Business Matchmaker and the

driving force- behind Ameri-

Union National Bank and

Bank of America.

ber 10,2001. MED week was

ity business community.

networking, a showcase of

sions will also be presented on

MED Week Awards Lun-

ca’s economy and we want to

2001 Chairperson for MED

established in 1982 by Presi-

Again this year, there are a

some of our minority retailers

topics including Dealing with

cheon on Thursday, Septem-

ensure that Tampa Bay busi-

week.

dential Proclamation to recog-

host of exciting networking

ber l3th where Magistrate

nesses are continuing to grow.

and educational opportunities

and some great prizes presentedbyJO 101.5. There are also

Difficult Customers, Business

nize the significant contribu

Financing, Insurance for Your

Judge Mary S. Scri ven will be

It is great to be in a communi-

tions that Minority business
owners have made to the eco

for Minority business owners.
All of the events will be held at

several educational seminars
during the celebration, includ-

the Keynote Speaker.

ty where a focus can be placed

the Doubletree Hotel at 4500

ing a session on Tuesday, Sep-

The theme for the 2001
MED week celebration is

on the importance Minority

nomic health of our nation.

Business, How to do business
with the Government, etc.
Also, First i Union will once

2001 Minority Enterprise the MED Week Calendar of
Development Week is spon Events.
sored by Publix Supermarkets,

____

businesses play in Tampa

For further information on

specific sessions, please see

NEWS DEADLINE IS 12 NOON SATURDAY

______

Something to smile about.

© 2001 Florida Lottery

Our kids are smiling because their futures just got even brighter. And to think folks like you and me helped make it happen. After all, when

you think about who plays the Lottery, it’s people just like us. And though we play different numbers - were all playing for the same reason.
Because we believe in the potential of a little ticket. A Florida Lottery ticket.

Thanks to folks all across the state, the Lottery has been able to contribute more than $10 billion to help support education initiatives
since 1988. Money that sends tomorrows leaders to college today on Bright Futures Scholarships. Funds that go to everything from better
books to newer technology in our public schools, and the hundreds of millions of dollars in bonds for new school construction and renovation.

Pius, the good the Lottery does for our economy.
So, play the games of the Florida Lottery and feel good when you do because when you play, we all win.

WHEN VOU PL AV. WE ALL WIN.

www. flalo.ttery. com
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A Salute To A. Philip Randolph

The Weekly Challenger

cans occupy key positions

used to divide the "working

dom. RandoIph was attract-

manding

In 1963 at the historic

of power and influence in

class" and thereby thwart

ed to socialism, seeing in

movement

ra-

recognized that the nation

March on Washington, the

efforts to effectively orga-

that ideology the analysis

cism or suffer the conse-

could not afford for the

most memorabIe address

virtually every major labor
union in the U.S. However,

nize workers to fight for

of the flaws of capitalism

quences-continued isola-

world to see a divided na-

was

Dr.

this was not always the

decent wages and working

and prescriptions for orga

tion and marginaIization by

tion in a time of grave na-

Martin Luther King whose

case. Much of the early his

conditions.

Accordingly,

nizing the working cIass to

the white ruling class.

tional crisis.

"I Have A Dream" oration

tory of the labor movement

when white workers threat-

break the back of an inher-

captured the aspirations of

in this country is marked by

ened to withhold their labor

ently oppressive system. At

vored

of

ing and potentially debili-

bv Ron Daniels

PubliShed by
CleveIand JohnSon, PubIiSher EmerituS
AIIene Gammage-Ahmed . .BuSineSS Operations
Manager
BiII Blackshear...................... North CentraI FIorida
BuSineSS Manager
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St. PeterSburg, FL 33705
(727) 896-2922

Fax (727) 823-2568
www.weekIychalIenger.fIorida@gte.net

by

deIivered

THE BLACK PRESS believes that America can best
lead the world from racial antagonism when it accords
to every man, regardless of race, creed or color, his
human and legal rights. Hating no man, fearing no
man...the Black Press strives to help every man in the
firm belief that all men are. hurt as long as anyone is
held back.

the

labor

eliminate

tion on all fronts, Roosevelt

Though Randolph fa-

the

inclusion

To avoid an embarrass-

black people and lifted the

deep ambivalence if not

or strike to back the de-

the height of the Harlem

blacks into the labor move-

tating confrontation with

spirits of the magnificent

outright hostility to black

mand for a better deal,

Renaissance he joined with

ment on a fair and equitable

Randolph, Roosevelt is-

"coalition of conscience"

workers.

owners

managers

another socialist firebrand.

•basis, he was always clear

sued Executive Order 8802

gathered in the nation's

Though there were
some labor organizations

wouId often respond by
filling the jobs of striking

Chandler Owen, to publish

about the need for Africans

which created the first fed-

a highly influential'maga-

in America to maintain

eral

King's speech, howev-

like the Knights of Labor,

workers with blacks.

zine called the Messenger.

their own social, economic

Practices Commission. The

er, was one of many great

the International Workers

and poiiticaI institutions to

Executive Order banned

speeches delivered on that

of the World and the Long-

among white workers and

embraced

day. As a youth member of

limited to the most menial

was keenly aware of the

Capital;

♦♦♦♦♦

that

the NAACP who had the

shoreman's Union that welcomed blacks into their

privilege of attending the

ranks, most of the early Ia-

MEMBER

March on Washington, I

bor organizations

Southeast Black
Publishers
Association lnc.

clearly remember the voice
of another black America's

and

Faced

' Though ,

hostility

with

Randolph

socialism,

he

Fair

Employment

promote and defend their

racial and religious dis-

interests.

crimination in the defense

jobs because of segrega-

hypocrisy and contradic-

Randolph's position as

tions of white socialists

the leader of a power black

either

tion, blacks were also desperate to improve the qual-

working

labor organization enabled

Continuing his struggle

barred blacks or preferred

ity of life for their families.

class unity but refused to

him to become a more in-

for equality for blacks in
the labor movement, in

who

espoused

industry and in government
training programs.

to see them organized in

Hence misfortune for white

address racism for fear of

fluential voice in the over-

leaders:

separate affiliates or in sep-

workers offered a window

alienating white poor and

all struggle for civil rights

1957 Randolph was elevat-

"Today we are witnessing

arate labor organizations all

.of opportunity, as short

Hence,

and human rights for black

ed to the position of Vice-

the unfolding of a great

together. This ambivalenee*

lived as it often was,

to bet-

working people.

Randolph was an excruci-

people. Using this power

President of the AFL-CIO.

social revolution," a deep,

and hostility was of course

ter their circumstances. Ra-

ating critic of racism in the

and influence brilliantly, in

In a real sense, blacks who

resonant, booming voice

based on racism.

cism was used as a weapon

socialist movement and the

1941 Randolph threatened

hold high positions in the

to divide an exploit!

labor movement.

most

legendary

declared. These were the

The vast majority' of

words of the venerable Asa

poor and working class

in Crescent City,

Born

to organize black people to

labor movement today owe

Indeed, it was the du-

march on Washington if

an enormous debt of grati-

Philip Randolph who unbe-,

whites,

suffering

FL, in 1889, A. Philip Ran-

plicity of the labor move-

Franklin Delano Roosevelt

tude to a towering histori-

knownst to me, had called

enormous harm under an

dolph would emerge as an

ment that prompted him to

did not open up the federal

cal figure on whose shoul-

for a massive March on

exploitative capitalist sys-

uncompromising advocate

organize the Internationa!

government

Washington in 1941. As

tem, were infused with

of democratic rights for

black people inthe defense

Labor Day approaches, it is

racial hatred towards their

Brotherhood
Sleeping
Car Porters in'1925. It was

while

Coalitions
of
Make A
Lot Of
of
Sense In
2001—-— Personal Polities

to

employ

useful to remember the

erstwhile class allies, the

Africans in America and a
leading figure in the Amer-

struggles of black workers

sons and daughters of Afri-

ican labor movement-the

Randolph not only champi-

couId not have been more

to build the labor movement and the pioneering

ca in America.

most stellar labor leader

oned

impeccable. Coming at the

black America has pro-

the cause of the
o
Sleeping Car Porters on the

Ieadership

and "captains

duced.

railroads,

of A.

Philip

Randolph.

Today African Ameri-

The "robber barons"

industry"

industry.

from this power base that

Randolph's

timing

early stages of World War

ders they stand.
Indeed, all

of

black

America and this nation is
indebted to Asa Philip
Randolph!

ALL

Articles"

SUBMITTED
MUST BE

a

II when there was a labor

for black

shortage and a tremendous

mind and passion for free-

workers in general, de-

need for increased produc-

Congress. Where the two

so. Speaker Tom Feeney

chairman of the Senate Re-

the districts of State Sena-

dominate

additional seats will be and

has made no secret of the

apportionment Effort. Web-

tors who have indicated

There are rules and court

saw racism as a critical

Blessed with a sharp

tool, a wedge that could be

he

became

leading force

TYPEWRITTEN
OR NEATLY
PRINTED

In the aftermath of the various breakouts of the Year

2000 census data, the anticipated increase of the Hispanic

bv Lou Frey

Every ten years the

population brought that group of Americans in a dead heat

the

process.

establishment

how they impact the other

fact that he wants to run for

ster is not looking for a

they will or may vote for

Some observers have reported this development with

goes through convulsions

23 seats is the question.

Congress. The best way for

congressional district, but

him.

negative overtones. However, others found positive

caused by reapportionment.

The state legislature gets

Tom to get to Congress is

analyses-including a report by the National Newspaper
Publishers Association at the national level and locally.

Reapportionment occurs at

first crack at drawing the

to have one of the two new

every level of government.
Reapportionment
many

new districts. If probIems
arise, there .is aIways the

districts be in the central

instead, is' looking for
votes, as he wants to be
elected President of the

times is a personal and not

possibility

decision

Florida area that he presently
represents.
This

Senate. This means that as
a practical matter, webster

could be appealed' to the
courts. The FIorida Legis-

means thyj he,can poten
tially hurt the districts of

is not nearly as concerned
about where the congres-

are approaching reappor-

is interested in reapportion-

tionment with two different

ment because it makes a

sionaI districts will be as
any Senator running for

goaIs in mind: one to go to

difference who represents

Representatives

other to be elected Presi-

political

with African Americans.

Bottom line: It would behoove African Americans,,
Hfgpsrrfcs; 'Native A mericans: Asian Americans and oth-

process,

For

ers who bear the label "minority" to form working coali.

a

tions. The rationale for such coalitions should be obvious,

instance. State LegisIators
involved in drawing the

otherwise these groups would be left scrambling over the
crumbs-which is just what some opposed to racial har-

mony might welcome.
Except for a few isolated cases, as in Dade County

(Miami) Florida, blacks and Hispanics have common
probIems that can best be resol ved by forming coalitions.

Native Americans, often Iast on the totem pole. aIso need
to join these ranks. In Dade County, blacks and the Cuban

party

the

decisions which must be
followed. However, this
So you have two key example of the personal
Republicans, one in the side of reapportionment in
House and one in the Florida can be repeated in
Senate, who live-in the r st,ate after state around, the
same geographic area, who country. The average voter

Iature is going in earIy this

severaI other Republican

lines many times want to
draw Congressional dis-

year in mid-January in or-

congressmen who surround

der to handIe this tough is-

him including John Mica.

tricts that will allow them

sue.

Dave weldon and especial-

Congress may not be there
to vote for him. He also is

ly Ric Keller, who won by
a very narrow margin.

not as concerned with the

dent of the Florida State

have little to say about the

districts of Senators who

Senate. This is not to say

resuIts.

to run for the United States

The Republicans con-

House of Representatives.
Let's use FIorida as an

troI the House and Senate,

example. Florida wiII go

make drawing the lines

from 23 seats to 25 in the

easy. This is not necessariIy

Senate.

In ; the

so theoretically, this shouId

webster.

also

U.S.

House

of

and

the

Dan

are retiring. It is just com-

that Representative Feeney

the

mon sense that he is ex.

and Senator webster will

is

tremely concerned about

let their personal desires

from

Florida area,

CentraI

the

population have been pitted against each, other. Cubans
tend to support the Republican Party, and blacks back
^Democratic candidates. But for that matter, Cubans view

themselves as the elite of America's Hispanic population.

him or her. However, the

voter, just like

average

members

of Congress, will

READING
IS VITAMINS '•
FOR THE MIND

Mumia Abu-Jamal In Peril

Many of those who fled Castro's Cuba were professionals,

In a July 19th "memo-

spect. Responding to a re-

presided over by hanging

and I saw him stumble...!

while near death in the hos-,

titioner's actual innocence

and they tend to see themselves set apart from other

randum and order".. U.S.

quest by Jamal's new Iegal

judge

had nothing to do with the

pital that night.

than the signed confession

Hispanics.
We are gratified to learn that the NAACP is consider-

district court judge william

team, that Beverly be de-

Jamal'S

in

1982 trial. Bever-

shooting or killing of the

Beyond a reasonable

of the man who shot Police

Yohn ruled in effect that a

posed in court in order to

Iy's confession would have

police officer. My brother

doubt, the testimony of the

Officer Faulkner. It found a

ing the matter of representing Native Americans.

court of law is no place for

safeguard his testimony.

been a bombshell. Beverly

Mumia

prosecution's

wealth of support and cor-

Hispanics have La Raza and other national organizations

evidence of Mumia Abu-

Yohh went far beyond that

asserts outright. "I shot

nothing to do with shooting

was coerced, fabricated and

robation in the available

fighting their cause. It should be noted that in the case of

Jamal's innocence. Yohn

particular issue to try to

Faulkner in the face at

or

extracted through promises

evidence both in and out-

Hispanics, they are not a monolithic group. The same can

has barred the sworn con-

bury the new evidence of

close range. Jamal was shot

cer."

concealed from the de-

side the existing record. It

be said for Native Americans since some tribes have their

fession of ArnoId BeverIy

Jamal's innocence, even

The only "eyewitness"

fense. Five witnesses re-

clearly undermined every

own a£enda. For that matter, not all African Americans

that he was "paid to shoot

gratuitously advising the

shortIy after that by a uniformed police officer who

who claimed to see Jamal

ported seeing a man flee

single

view the problems confronting them in the same say.

and kill" Philadelphia po-

Pennsylvania state court to

arrived on the scene." Bev-

shoot Faulkner was a pros-

the scene, just as Beverly

Commonwealth's

Albert

Sabo>

Abu-Jamal

had

killing the .police offi-

witnesses

aspect

of

the
case

And while they may not want to face up to it. poor or

Iiceman DanieI FauIkner in

reject the new Post-Con-

erly. explains that he had

titute

Cynthia

says he did, while Jamal

against the Petitioner, from

economically disadvantaged whites constitute the majori-

December 1981, the killing

viction Relief (PCRA) pa

been hired to kill Faulkner

White, who was working

was on the ground with a

the purported eyewitness

ty who fall in the "poverty" category.

for

because the officer "was a

the streets under police

bullet in his chest. Beverly

testimony through the pur-

framed up and railroaded to

pers filed by Jamal earlier
this month. Yohn even in-

problem for the mob and

protection and was not seen

said he wore a green cam-

ported scientific evidence

death row.

vokes the infamous 1993

corrupt policemen because

at the site of the shooting

ouflage jacket that night.

to the evidence of the

while Yohn stopped

Herrera decision that evi-

he interfered with the graft

by

other

witness,

Four witnesses, including

alleged

short of turning down Murriia's federal habeas corpus

dence of innocence was no

and payoffs made to allow

white, who initially denied

two cops, said they saw a

only did it identify the true

bar to execution. Parroting

ilIegal activity including

seeing Jamal with a gun,

man with a green army

killer of Police Officer

appeal outright, this ruling

the prosecution's line, Yohn

prostitution,

gambling,

changed her story repeated-

jacket. One, william Sin-

Faulkner, but it also pro-

brings Jamal a huge step

argues:

drugs without prosecution

ly to suit the D.A. and cops.

gletary, reported that the

vided an innocent explana-

man who shot Faulkner

tion of how the Petitioner

That's not the image one gets when viewing the

national media.

It's Homework
Time, Boys And
Girls
School has opened and doing homework is the order
of the day-or evening.

Parents cannot let students, particularly those still in

secondary schools, decide when and how homework
should be accomplished. If doing homework is going to

be productive, parents or guardians should insist on quiet

surroundings for study time.
Most young peopIe, especially those in high school,

see themselves as young adults. They should act accordingly.
Studying, preparing for exams or just doing home-

work all require concentration. Cut off the television,

radio and any other entertainment that could be distract-

ing.
Remember: You are the one who is in school and the

one who needs to come out successfully in order to have

a quality lifestyle down the road.

___

I NEWS DEADLINE IS 12 NOON SATURDAY

which

Jamal

was

any

named

confession.

Not

execution

"I cannot conclude that

in the center city area". In

Another purported witness

chamber. His fate must not

petitioner has alleged infor-

his own affidavit filed at

was a cab driver who had a

was wearing a green army

came to [be] found shot at

be allowed to rest in the

the same time as Beverly's,

record for arson and was

jacket. Neither Mumia nor

the scene. It raised the issue

rigged scales of the racist

mation sufficient to establish that had the statements

allowed to continue driving

his brother was wearing a

of the prosecution perpe-

capitalist "justice" system

contained in the Beverly

Mumia states: "I did not
shoot Police Officer Daniel

with a suspended license in

green jacket. Beverly's dec-

trating a fraud upon the

that perpetrated his frame-

declaration been presented

Faulkner. I had nothing to

exchange for his testimony.

laration also fits with the

courts, by suborning per-

up in the first place. The

at trial, no reasonable juror

do

of

He also chan£ed his origi-

fact that the FBI was at that

jury."

Partisan Defense Commit-

would have found petition-

Officer

am

nal story. The supposed

time engaged in at least

The case of Mumia

tee calls on all working

er guilty beyond a reason-

innocent."

constituted

three investigations of po-

Abu-Jamal shows what the

people, all opponents of ra-

able

closer to

the

the

with

killing

Faulkner.

I

eyewitnesses

doubt... Moreover,

Jamal, driving a taxi,

one of the "three legs"-all

lice corruption in the Cen-

racist death penalty is all

death

given that the state present-

arrived at the scene after

lies long since discredited-

ter City District that Faulk-

about. The capitalist rulers

penalty abolitionists—in the

ed evidence of four eyewit-

Faulkner's - shooting and

of the

frame-up

ner patrolled. As the PCRA

want to kill Mumia in order

U.S. and internationally-to

nesses, none of which cor-

was himself shot by a cop

case, along with phony baI-

papers submitted by Ja-

to send a chillin£ message

mobilize on the streets and

roborates Beverly's story, a

as, he came running over

listics evidence (that did

mal's new Iawyers-Mar-

to all those who .challenge

in protest strikes to de-

reasonable juror still could

after he saw his brother.

not even show that Jamal's

Iene Kamish. Eliot Gross-

cop terror in the ghettos,

mand: Freedom now for

have

petitioner

Billy Cook. In another affi-

gun had been fired the

man, Nicholas Brown and

who stand up for labor's

Mumia Abu-Jamal! Abol-

guilty beyond a reasonable

davit. Cook testified that

night of the killing) and a

Mjchael Farrell-state:

rights on the picket lines,

ish the racist death penalty!

doubt."

when Mumia ran to the

tale concocted by the cops

"It is difficult to con-

scene, "he had nothing in
his hands. I heard a shot

two months after the killing

ceive of any more com-

that Jamal had confessed

pelling evidence of the Pe-

cist

injustice,

all

found

Yohn's order is wan-

Even in the face of the

tonly malicious in every re-

blatantly racist jury-riggirjg

A

D.A.'s

who protest U.S. imperial-

ist mass murder abroad.
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Enoch DavlS Center Celebrates National Black Nurse OS The Year
because those services are no

TwO Decades Of Service
ST. PETERSBURG -

ST. PETERSBURG -

longer covered by certain

Evelyn C. Gardner may have

case.

The Enoch D. Davis Center

On Saturday, September

will be twenty years old in

22nd. between the hours of

September of this year. In rec-

10am-4pm. the youth will join

ognition of this milestone, citi-

in

zens from the community,

insurance managed care plans,

numerous nursing degrees

therefore many are going into

(LPN. AS, AA, BS. MS and

nursing. This is a great link or

ARNP), but this doesn't mean

connection for them, if they

during

her learning is complete. As

"Youth Rally Day". Because

like health care and want to
stay in the medical profes-

the celebration

along with Center Director

we have no future without our

. the nursing program chairperson for Practical Nursing and

Lynette Buchanan, are plan-

children, the Center has invited

Patient Care Tech at Pinellas

sion."
After being nominated by

ning the Center's 20th Anni-'

various young people and

Tech Educational Centers, St.

her chapter president, Cather-

versary Celebration.

organizations that offer our

Petersbuig campus, a position

ine Crumbs, Gardner won the

"As a facility of the City

young people positive and

she's held since 1994, she will

National Black Nurse of the

of St. Petersburg, we are proud

healthy outlets to participate in

continue pursuing her doctor-

Year award from the National

to be part of the America's

this day of fun and informa-

ate degree after retirement.

Black Nurses Association,

promise and commitment, to

tion.

make possible a better way of

The closing activities will

"My supervisor says I just

Inc., in washington, D.C. She's

can't get out of the classroom, I

belonged to the networking

organization since 1980.

life for all people," Buchanan

take place on Sunday, Septem-

love it so much," Gardner told

expressed.
The community's first

ber 23 rd. between the hours of

. Vital Signs. "But it's true, and

As for those retirement

2-6pm. Come take a waIk

there's always more to learn in

plans? Although not in the

Enoch Davis celebration oc-

down memory Iane as you

this field." '

very near future, Gardner is

curred on September 13,1981,

view and review photos of our

Evelyn lives in SL Peters-

looking forward to retirement-

when the City and the Module

past during the Anniversary

burg with her husband "and

her way. The lifelong nurse

CeIebration finale. The after-

best friend" of many years,

noon wiIl incIude a short pro-

who is retired. They have a son

according to the coverage.

first started nursing, the em-

thinking of tackling yet anoth-

Managed care has really, really

phasis was on team nuising.

er course of study, in environ-

made a big difference in the

Then it switched to primary

mental health, possibly with

the aim of being a consultant.

Lynette Buchanan

16 Committee officially dedi-

The celebration will begin

Evelyn Gardner

and grandmother of three is

cated the Center, an 18.000

Twenty years later there

square foot. $1.6 million pro-

are dozens of agencies and

on Friday, September 21st, ' gram and a brief ceremony

ject, at 1111

18th Avenue

human services providers that

between the hours of 6-9pm

with a re-commitment exer-

and a daughter. Her daughter is
stepping into her mother's

South. The Module 16 Com-

make the Enoch D. Davis

with the Resource Center for

cise.

white nursing shoes: She is

health care field, particularly in

care nursing. Now we see a

nuising.

combination pf both in the

"I've never been a couch

mittee looked at the building as

Center their home and thus

women lOth Annual Tribute

studying nursing full-time at

a catalyst to brighten up the

help to make the center a place

to Women Awards Program

the University of South Flori-

"These days you . have

area.

"where Families Come Fiist".

and Women Business Show-

da's St. Petersbuig Bay Cam-

patients who are still very ill in

In her years at Pinellas

day we Ieam something new

pus.

their homes, whereas years

Tech Educational Centers she's

about public health, from the

"And yes. I've Ient her my

ago, when I became a nurse,

seen "an increase in older stu-

effects of tobacco to household

old books and joumaIs," her

they were seen in step down

dents, more students going

or industry chemicals that are

proud mom says. But Gardner

unit after certain procedures.

into a second or third career,

teratogens and that affect our

knows that the profession her

Now they're sent home much

and I think this is. a growing

well-being. Then there are

daughter is planning for today

sooner and for so many peo

trend at the national level as

communities that are estab-

is a lot different than the one

ple, ifs heart-breaking to see' . well.

she entered twenty-nine yeais

how they have to cope with

ago.

TMS And NAACP Team Up For ACT-SO

"The biggest change I've

d/A AAfj/AAT PA) TA

kaffdfitd m

/W

If

t

P? PAY) fit

Sisters For BreaSt Health
PETERSBURG -

Sistah Parties per month at

Sistahs needed!! St, Anthony’s

$25.00 per party. Successful

St.

Healthcare is about ready to

contractors must be wiIling to

women attending. This year

ing chemicals, etc., affect our

definitely significant changes

but with dia£nosis related

well-being."

in the profession. Gardner

groups (DRGs) and the third-,

tion is critical, insurance com

notes.-W theSamet-rittfr: "what

• party,pay.form.of government,

And learning and teach
ing-even in eventual retirement-is what Evelyn Gatd-

panies control pay for services

goes ■around comes back

many of their jobs’have disap

and they dictate what you can

around, to a certain extent in

and can't do for patients

nuising. For example, when I

peared.
They're being phased out

and hosting a minimum of 5

heIp! ,i If

the importance of mammogra-

parties per month. Contractors

phy through its exciting Sisters

must also have

resumesZletters of interest,
attention, Maria Scruggs West-

interested

send

For Breast Health Program.

worked

Added program features this

Petersburg within the last five

on, St. Anthony’s Health
Care/Community
Health

year include; new look, host-

years, possess a valid Florida

Dept.. 1200 7th Avenue North,

esses stipends to pay for

drivers license and have reli-

St. Petersburg, FL 33705. If

refreshments, and most impor-

able transportation.

yoy have further questions d-

tantly St. Anthony’s is con-

Last year, project director

mail Maria at maria, west-

tracting with five individuals to

Maria Scruggs Weston facili

on@baycare.org or telephone

facilitate a minimum of five

tated 39 parties with 705

her at 825-1056.

I You have the power to

ST. PETERSBURG-The

purchased, and other measures

County Commission to evalii-

required pursuant to the Elec-

ate the voting equipment from

ments, followed by presenta-

the St. Petersburg Area wiII

tion Reform Law passed by

various vendors, and present

tions from each of our speak-

kick off its fall season with a

the Legislature last spring.

recommendations to the Corn-

ers, and then by audience par-

public meeting on Wednesday.

Members of the audience will

mission by October l6th, after

ticipation. This meeting is free

September 12th, that will

which a decision will be made.

and the public is welcome to

address one of Florida's most

be invited to ask questions and
make comments regarding

Input from audience members

share in discussion of this

serious

these proposals.

may have an impact on that

important and timely commu-

decision.

nity issue.

and

embarrassing

problems, the failure of our

A committee of citizens

voting machinery and proce-

has been appointed by the

* tiaI election. Tlie meeting wiIl

•Photography & Journalism

• Advertising

• Special Events

• Church & Business Functions
• Class & Family Reunions

The meeting will begin at

Capri Real Estate Corporation

be heId at the St. Petersbuig

“Your Key To Buying A New Home”

Times Auditorium. 490 lst
Avenue South, in St. Peters-

BETTYE J. NEWSOME

burg. from 6:15 to 8:30pm.

Realtor

Kenneth WeIch. PineIIas

REALTOR

6798 CrosswinJ s Drive N., Suite A-101
St. Petersburg, FL 33710

discuss proposed solutions to

this problem for our county,

Pkone: 727/341-0754

including the cost and type of

1*06A **»«*,♦*$:.

6:l5pm with light refresh-

duies during the Iast Presiden-

new voting machines to be

Fax:

727/3840325

Cell:

727/415-2756

BETTY J. NEWSOME

E-MAIL: L news o me @ dap rire ale state. co m

d

Skitdi

0]h

Beauty Palace

I

Shirley Brown-Stylist/Owner

FAMILY EYE CARE
DR. DEBORAH FLANAGAN
BOARD CERTIFIED

Barber Services • Hair Consultant
Services • Manicurist • Nail
Maintenance • Massage Therapist
• Skin Care & Make-Up

Allene Gammage-Ahmed
An Affiliate of
The Weekly Challenger
(727) 896 - 2922

ner’s life has been all about.

League of women Voteis of

District 7 and Deborah Clark,
Supervisor of EIections, will

"Where Every Occasion Is A Special Occasion ".

longer covered," she says.

much about how environmen-

ference in how nursing care is
delivered. The staffing situa-

County Commissioner from

numbers of women with your

St.

tal issues such as petrochemical plants, plastics, dry clean-

the your vetce
to help fight
burnt raoctr. •
C*8t to ism hew,

commit to five training houis

south

sions, i.e., physical therapy, oc

been respiratory technicians,

Healthcare

Iaunch its second successful

within

since that portion is often no

cupational therapy or have

hopes to reach even larger

year educating women about

lived or

their illness and rehabilitation,

Although there are most

help save a Sistah’s life!

Anthony’s

healthy. We're still learning so

Public Meeting On Voting Machine
Choices Being Considered —----------

f ilz

Toyota Motor Sales, Inc. (TMS) recently sponsored the National Association for the Advancement of
Colored People (NAACP) 2nd Annual Academic, Cultural, Technological, Scientific Olympics (ACT-SO)
"Apollo Night" this Summer in New Orleans. Pictured (left to right) is Alva Mason, Toyota's Dealer
Diversity Manager; Charmaine Swimpson, first place award winiter; and Kikl Shepard, this year's host
of "Apollo Night" and of "Showtime at the Apollo".

ST.

lished over land that's not

"Many students have already been in other profes-

as an LPN in 1973 is the dif-

seen in nursing since I began

TOYOTA

potato," she says. "And every

field."

CALL FOR APPOINTMENTS • WALK-INS WELCOME

OPTOMETRIC PHYSICIAN
■ Eye Examinations

■
■
■
■

Eye Diseases
Contact Lenses
Children's Vision
Vision Nutrition Therapy

"A Personal Touch from Caring Professionals"
Monday - Saturday

Standard Hours
of Operation

We accept or match most
lnsUrance Vision Care plans.

727-827-3951
1717 lst AVE. N.
St. Petersburg

2914 FIRST AVE. NORTH

321-6600

AMERICAN EXPRESS - DISCOVER - VISA - MASTERCARD • GIFT CERTIFICATES
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Fall Fun Ride
Medicare Expands
PTEC
Classes
Concerned Citizens
Preventive Services Kicks Of £
Enrolling
Now
For Single Member
Communter

District To Meet —

Beginning July 1, people with

tute of the NationaI Institutes

with industry's critical short-

Medicare will receive expand-

for Health, the Centeis for Dis

age of a skilled and semi-

ed coverage for screening tests

ease Control and Prevention

skilled labor force. Courses

for breast, cervical and col

and other agencies within

average approximately three

orectal cancers. And starting

Health and Human Services to

months in length. Some ofthe

on January !, 2002. Medicare

raise awareness of expanded

PTEC Clearwater and PTEC

courses offer OJT (on-the-job

will cover an annual glaucoma

coverage for preventive ser

St. Petersburg were consolidat-

training) as part of the course.

PETERSBURG -

ST.

screening test and medical

vices among people with

ed together in July 1999 with

Take one of our "Bite-

nutrition therapy by registered

Medicare and their health care

Dr. Clide D., Cassity as the

Sized” courses and then come

dieticians for people with dia-

providers.

director. PTEC wfts estab-

back later for tlie full btiffet

betes and a renal disease.

lished in 1963 with Clearwater

(Longer courses). We have 50

as the first campus.

items/programs

Dr. Cassity has recognized

to

choose

from.

Here is a Sample of Our
"Bite-Sized" Courses
• CULINARY ARTS (COOKING)
• CONSTRUCTION TRADES TRAINING (CST)

•Carpentry
•Air Conditioning
• LANDSCAPING/NURSERY OPERATIONS

PETERSBURG -

The next two single district

The African-American Com-

members wili be elected in

•WELDING

munity is very pleased that the

2006. Thus, there will be a

’AUTOTECH

recent session of the Florida

period of time before the new

Legislature passed the longawaited Single Member Dis

However, single district propo-

trict Plan. The governor signed

nents are looking forward to

the bill into law.
The* new law requires

dum in the general election of

Pinellas County to hold a refer-

November 5,2002.

endum in the general election
of November, 2002 to approve
the implementation of the sin-

•TURF EQUIPMENT

plan is fully put into practice.

Department Of
Highway Safety
And Motor
Vehicles —---------

the voters ratifying the referen-

In an effort to assure the

passing of this bill. A planning

gle member plan. If the voters

committee chaired by Elder
Preston Leonard, has been

approve the plan, four of the

organized. The Committee

Clearwater

seven seats will be held by

By law, most of these pre

The extended coverage

ventive services require about

results from the Beneficiary

a 20 percent co-pay of a

Improvements and Protections

Medicare-approved amount.

Act (BIPA) enacted by Con-

Some, like the annual flu shot,

gress in December, 2000. Tlie

and pneumonia shot when

legislation calls for The Cen-

necessary, are fiee when given

teis for Medicate & Medicaid

by

Services (CMS), formerly

Medicare assignment. A chart

known as the Health Care

with specific benefits and pay-

Financing Administration, to

ment information is attached.

phase in specific coverage for

• Plumbing

Elder Preston Leonard
ST.

with the National Cancer Insti

WASHINGTON

the need for offering "Bite-

Sized” training courses to help

doctors

who

accept

The expansion of preven

certain tests and therapies that

tive services augments the

can detect diseases eariy, when

original vision of the Medicare

they are most easily treated or

program, established 36 years

cured.

ago to provide acute health

“Medicare must play a

care for people in inpatient set

leading role in preventing,

tings. Medicare has given the

containing, or slowing illness,”

elderly access to high quality

said HHS Secretary Tommy

medical, care and protection

G. Thompson. “By increasing

from the devastating cost ofill

preventive services we can

ness. In 1973, Medicare began

help save lives. We know that

covering peopIe with disabili

as women get older their risk

ties. In aggregate over the past

cancer

36 years Medicare has provid

increases. As both men and

ed health care coverage to

of

getting

breast

The

mail in the envelope enclosed

women get older their risk of

more than 93 million elderly

license

in the renewal notice. Tohan-

colorectal cancer increases. By

and people with disabilities.

wili meet Wednesday, Septem

office located at 2465-10

dle the transactions by phone,

expanding preventive seivices

Currently, -about 5.6 mil

school board members elected

ber 5 2001 at 7pm, Christ

McMullin Booth Road will no

call l-866-GoRenew (1-866-

we are starting to change how

lion Medicare beneficiaries,

from specific districts. The law
calls for the first two single dis-

GospeI Church located at 2512

longer provide service on Sat-

467-3639). To use our Express

Medicare helps beneficiaries

out of a total of nearly 40 mil

22rd Avenue South. The pub
lics invited to attend.

urday, but Pinellas motorists

Lane on-line service, go to

think about their health care

lion people with Medicare,

need, not worry. Saturday ser

www.GoRenew.com.

choices. We want to encourage

trict members to be elected in

PENSACOLA-

-

driver

HELP US HELP YOU
Submissions
to
The
Weekly
Challenger must be typewritten,
computer generated, or legibly
\handwritten and at our office by
4:00pm Mondiy.

phone number at that office is
(727) 547-7687.
. Customers .who are eligi-

A complete list pf. our offings

ble to renew their license or

report a change of address by

can be found on cur agency
website, wwwhsmy.state.fI.us.

mail, phone, or the Internet are

Look under “Qtack Topics”

encouraged to do so. Send

for “Office Locations”.

will cost $8.4 million to build.

TAMPA- Anerican Can- ' tals in the Tampa Bay area.

This facility will also house the

Funding will come from vari-

pay for ‘home away from

Southwest Florida Region

ous community resources,

home’ for catcer patients.

Patient Services Center. This

such as foundations, corpora-

TECO

Patient Services Center will

tions, clubs, organizations, and

Enegy

pledged

$150,000 to the American

provide such services as finan-

private individuals. There are

Cancer Sociey’s Tampa Hope

cial assistance, cancer infor-

still opportunities to sponsor

Lodge at H.Lee Moffitt Can

mation, support groups and

some of the suites. For more

cer Center, as a first-year

referrals for all cancer sur-

information on the Tampa

pledge chebc presentation. The
American Cancer Society has

vivors in the Tampa Bay area,
making the American Cancer

■ nities or becoming a donor,

cunently wised over $5.3 mil-

Society Hope Lodge a place

please call toll-free at 1-800-

lion of $84 million it needs to

for finding hope in the fight

444-1410, ext. 452 or visit our

construct the 40-room ‘home

against cancer.

away from home’ for cancer,

Hope Lodge, naming opportu-

web site www.cancer.org and
click on Florida.

The Tampa Hope Lodge

patients.The Hope Lodge will
offer fee,lodging for cancer

EEFECTIVE SEPTEMBER

patients being treated in the

Tne new facility is being

INTERNAL

built on property donated by

MEDIC INE

H. Lee Moffitt Cancer Center

Is pleased to announce the relocation
of his office to

campus of the University of

1099 5th Ave. N., Ste. 220

South Florida, allowing for'

(1 block East of St. Anthony Hospital)

easy access to major cancer

(727) 820-7900

treatment facilities, as well as

Dr. Brady will continue on the same insurance plans.

pharmacies and shopping dis-

For more information call (727) 824-7124

tricts. Currently, there are no

residential facilities (except for

PARADISE

commercial establishments)
for patients receiving'outpaI

M

I

S-JnSl

This causes a financial and

FASHIONS OUTLET

I "Clothes That Love Your Body"
i 1460 - M.L. King Street S.
>

St. Petersburg, FL 33701

emotional . strain on patients

(727) 419-3983

and their families, who often
"Back-To-School Special"

stay in hotels for weeks or
even months at a time.

The Tampa Hope Lodge
will be a short-term residential,

facility designed to offer housing, counseling and referral

services , free of charge to any
patients receiving outpatient

oncology treatments at hospi-

for commuting to work other

sponsored by the St. Peters

than driving alone - such as

burg Bike Club, Bay Area

carpooling, van pooling, pub

Commuter Services (BACS),

lic transportation, bicycling,

Pinellas

walking, telecommuting, and

Suncoast

Transit

Authority PSTA), and the St.

alternative work hour pro-

Petersburg Police Department,

grams. Community events are

will originate from Straub Park

held around Pinellas and Hills-

at 901 North Shore Drive NE,
St. Petersburg. The event will

the public about the merits of

encompass several routes for

of these options.

borough Counties to educate

cyclists of all levels including a

Eveiy year a multitude ,of

3, 6, or l5-mile ride, each

individual cyclists and families

under the direction of the SL

count out to enjoy the scenic

Pete Bike Club. Registration

areas around Downtown St.

for the event begins at 8am,

Petersbuig from their bikes. To

with the first group ride leav

Ieam more about the Pinellas
Fall Fun Ride, or any of the

ing the park at 8;30. All riders

must wear helmets, and partic

other

ipation is free!

Week events, please call 1-

The Pinellas Fall Fun Ride

is part of this year’s Commuter

Commuter Choices

800-998-RIDE or visit wwwTampaBayRideshaie.org.

Choices Week (CCW) activi-

BereaVement
SurViVorship
Support Groups
LARGO - The Hospice

of the Horida Suncoast will

• Pasadena Community
Church, 112 70th Street South,

offer six-week bereavement

Pasadena - General Bereave-

survivorship support groups to

ment, Wednesday evenin£s, 6-

help people who have recently

8pm: Sept. 5 - Oct. 10.

lost a loved one. People who
wish to participate in any of

• The Hospice’s Main Ser-

vice Center, Hospice Chapel,

' Medicare

HMOs,

called

is available to most people 65

and older.

Following are the dates,
ing groups. Please call 5864432, ext. 2812 to register. ■

28-Oct. 2.
widows and Widowers

over 00, Thursday afternoons,
l:3O-3pm: Sept. 20 - Oct. 25

• The Hospice’s North Ser-

vice Center, 2675 Tampa Rd.,
Business, you ktaow, may bring money, but friendship hardly ever does.
—Jane Austen

Palm

Harbor

-

General

Bereavement, Monday even-

To register or for addition
al information, please call
(727) 5864432, ext. 2812.

ings, 6-8pm: Sept. 10- Oct. 15.

Shouldn’t
you be in
the most
effectiVe
vehicle
reaching
the
AfricanAmerican
Community

Black Pages...... The Black Community
business directory.

1, 2001

and Research Institute on the

Tampa’s medical facilities.

uals to explore various options

annual PinelIas Fall Fun Ride,

Keith Brady, M.D.

Tampa Bay Area.

tient cancer treatment at any of

designed to encourage individ-

On September 8,2001 the

times and locations for upcom-

about asking their health care

cer Society rating funds to

Northeast St. Petersburg.

• Men - Women Clothing

• All Sizes

• Pants

• Caps

• Shorts

• Dresses

• Sunglasses

• Skirts

4 T-Shirts for$ 10.00

FREE T-Shirt with $25 Purchase!!!!!

The 2002
Edition is
currently
being
prepared.
Don’t get
locked
out...
Contact
the Black
Pages
Today!

Transportation

organiza

Medicare-Choice

business at any driver license
office in the state, regardless of
the county in which they live.

TECO Energy
Presents Chech To
The Hope

Week, is an annual event

tions. Original fee-for-service
Medicare, chosen by more
than 34 million beneficiaries,

reminded that they may do

62nd Avenue North. The tele-

CMS is working closely

Alternative

and the neightorhoods of Oid

300 East Bay Drive, Largo,

Pinellas Park office, 6855

early.”

ties. CCW, formerly known as

Adults whose Loved Ones
Committed Suicide, Tuesday
evenings, 6-7:30pm: August

get sick, to feel comfortable

exams that can detect disease

PETERSBURG -

and should plan to enroll no
later than the second meeting.

beneficiaries to act before they

professionals, for screening

ST.

Come and explore Downtown

these groups must pre-register

Florida residents are also

vice will begin Sept. 1 at the

2004.

have chosen to enroll in

Choices Week 2001

The Black Community spends well over
500 billion dollars annually.......

The Black Pages is Tampa Bays’
connection to the Black Community
The 2002 edition debuts in February.
Don’t delay. Advertise your business now!

Call Ariel Business Group at:

(813)207-0003
Join the Black Pages Network and have the Black Pages delivered to your home. Memberships

has its privileges..,..Call (813)282-3883. Black Pages is a division of DeVerger Systems Inc.
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by Deanie K.
Victor

The Bronner Brothers 54th
International

Hair

Show,

the word of God. His Church,

The word of Faith participated

which took place on August

as the Mass Choir and the

11-13, 2001 in Atlanta at the

Jubilee Dancers ministered in

Georgia World Congress Cen-

this service.

ter, was a huge success. This

Competition included a

Beauty Trade Convention con-

Barber Battle with a $7,000

tinues to be heralded as the

prize. A Student Styling Corn-

best each year. Thousands of

petition, Celebrity Look Alike

cosmetologists, barbers, nail

Competition, Visions 2001

technicians and all those con-

Barbering Competition and

nected with the beauty indus-

the

try converged on the scene.

awarded over $10,000 in cash.

There were three days of

Fantasy

Competition

A much anticipated event that

excitement at the Show. Edu-

is always a hit was the Fashion

cation was abundant in the

Show evening featuring the

were

BB babies and including Keith

offered for Continuing Educa-

Sweat and his new line of

tion Class Credit Hours. There

Clothing Collection for that

classrooms.

Some

were over 60 fiee classes avail-

Fashion Progressive Lady.

able for those who purchased a

Capping off the night was the

Trade Show ticket. These were

Jam Fest 2001. This official

in addition to many Manufac-

Bronner Brothers after party

turer-Sponsored classrooms.

featured 911 Band, identified

For entertainment, there

as AtIanta’s finest

Explosion with artists Gary

With all the classes, entertainment, inspiration worship,

Owens, Reginald ‘Bro Man’

product knowledge, demons-

was a Saturday night Comedy

Ballard and Ricky Smiley.

trations in technical skills, we

They even had an after party to

can safely conclude that once

welcome their guests, incjud-

again, the Bronner Brothers

ing dance contest with $1,000

International Hair Show was

in cash being awarded.

so successful, it provided

The next day was started

many answers to the question

off right with Sunday Morning

of beauty.

Church as pastor, the Rev.
Dale Bronner brought forth

tor.

Photos by Gustave R. Vic-

Business Center To Know Your Rights When You're
Host Open HouSe — In Debt--------------------------- ---- t—
ROCKVILLE, MD

-

lawyers and anyone else who

ST. PETERSBURG-The

Tampa Bay Black Business

based businesses). It offers

They send you letters in the

is collectin£ a debt for a third

St. Petersbuig Business Devel-

Investment Corp., MicroBusi-

business

mail. They call you at home,

party,” Rhode said. "But the

information

and

Some other rules of the

FDCPA are:

•

Collectors

are

insulting,

your rights as a consumer read

ness USA, Univeisity

of

research, business, planning

work and on your cell phone.

original creditor that the debt is

allowed

South Florida Small Business

and consulting, accounting

There seems

owed to is not required to fol-

obscene or profane language.

September 8th, 9am to noon at

Development Center, Gulf

and legal seivices, business

They're debt collectors. And

1045

Coast Certified Development

training and government con-

like a starving mouse that

Bethel Community Baptist

Corp., St. Petersburg Area

tract assistance.

smells cheese, they are quite,

Church). Welcome and intro-

Black Chamber of Commerce

For more information on

ductions will begin at 9am.

and the St. Petersbuig Aiea

the Open House, the BEX? or

Chamber of Commerce.

its service providers, call 727-

lections

893-7146.

16th St. S. (behind

The Open House will
inform prospective and current

business owners and commu

A continental breakfast
will be served.

nity leadeis about the many

The BDC is a one-stop

business assistance resources,

facility that houses a staff of

loans and/or training available

business assistance profession-

at the BDC-from the St.

als. support services and state-

Petersbuig Small and Disad-

of-the-art resources to assist

vantaged Business Program,

the needs of potential, new,

Small Business Administra-

micro, emerging and existing

tion (SBA) Business Informa-

businesses

and

organizations (involved in

Retired Executives (SCORE).

developin£

neighborhood-

AMERICAN I

Iekpoess

Donald R. Collins
Financial Advisor

American Express
Financial Advisors Inc.

you during inconvenient times

lector Do What You Want.” It

overly aggressive collector it's

such as Sundays or between

contains information on taking

important to know some of

the hours of 9pm and 8am.

action against harassing collec-

The Federal Fair Debt Col-

your basic rights. According to

Calls made to your place of

tors, more collector restrictions

Act

Rhode. “Under the FDCPA a

work are not allowed if you

and how to make collectors

(FDCPA) limits how far col-

collector cannot demand pay-

specify that personal calls are

stop

lectors can go in trying to col-

ment by threatening you with

restricted at your workplace.

lect a debt. The FDCPA

harming your credit'pr busi-

• Debt collectors cannot

Practices

calling

applies to all collection agen-

ness reputation, or make any

contact your friends, family or

BLACK PRESS

other harassing remarks.”

co-workers to let them know

What You want Publication,

news DEADLINE IS 12 NOON SATURDAY
1 "Free Full Service Car Wash with Oil Change"

220 ■ 34th Street North, St. Petersburg

DETAIUNG
CENTER

327*1900

SINCE 1958

8:30 to 5:30 Monday ■ Saturday

FULL
i
THE 1 "FRESH i SERVICE
■WORKS!' 'N SHINE"' CAR WASH
SAVE $2°° ! SAVE $250 ! SAVE $2°°! SAVE sl°°
1

PLUS “Free Full Service

| Car Wash, lilatCdhd
| 1000 Tri-Foam Wax System, |
■

Under chassis Spray &

$27.M

Air Freshener

Coupon EXPIRES 9/7/01

:

FULL SERVICE
CARWASH

■

■ Rust Inhibitor, Wheel Brite, ■
Armorall Tires, &

car wash”

Plus Tax • (Reg. S29.99)

Our Paper
By

|

Blue J
1
1

Polish wax,
Poly Sealant, Air
Freshener, & Wheel-Brite

Corot

$i 4.oo j M1.50 |
I

Plus Tax • (Rog. S16.50)
Coupon EXPIRES 9Z7/01

Plus Tax • (Reg. $13.50)

!

Coupon EXPIRES 9/7/01

Soft cloth car

wash, vacuum

i

Q
2
<
■A
H
</)

<

Interior. Windows

UJ

, cleaned, Dash
Dusted, Exterior Towel

e

Dried & Detailed

*9.95
(Reg. S10.95)

.

Coupon EXPIRES 917/01

ATHLETIC

Our

AdVertisers
1

ZONE

WILL MATCH 7% TAX RELEASE
Athletic Footwear & Fashion Apparel
MENS /WOMENS & CHILDRENS SIZES,

PHONE: 727-866-6944
Near Albertson's Plaza

2910 54th Avenue SoutlfSt Petersburg, Fl

Mon - Sat
Sunday

■I

SuppOrting

24-Hour Self-Service Car Wash

FULL
SERVICE OIL
CHANGE

Safety check

SuppOrt

' We Wash Vans & Pickups Too!

CAR
WASH
__ __________________
(QUIK LUBE)

30 pt: Oil change &

Please

acfekas

1 Custom Waxing & Detailing

20898-

9409.

completely.

cies, repossession companies,

Includes Oil, Filter,

An AEFA-associated
financial advisor business

If you are dealing with an

SUPPORT THE

Lube, Visual Inspect., -

3606 Central Ave.
St. Petersburg, FL 33711
Off: 727.328.2000
Cell: 727.463.7402

“How to Make the Debt Col-

Download it for free from
0
Myvesta.org or send a letter to
Making the Debt Collector Do,

non-profit

tion Center. Service Corps of

the Myvesta.org publication

• Collectors cannot call

low the rules of the FDCPA.”

peisistent.

use

Gaithersburg. M)

Fora more in-depth look at

have an Open House Saturday,

to

Myvesta.org, P. 0. Box 9409,

prior permission.
not

opment Center (BDC) will

to be ho escape.

you owe a debt without your

10am - 8pm

12Noon - 5pnt

Black Owned A Operated

platinum fubu

ft
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Family Business Grows
Schools To Open Without
With Support From
Double Sessions For First
Community And
Time Since 1996------ —Deyelopment Corporation
district portables used as stu-

called

dent classrooms by 1,000 since

Made, Accountable. Reason-

ough County and, for the fiist

this time last year.

able and Thrifty) schools as

Classrooms First dollars

defined by the Classrooms

will be on double sessions

also paid for renovation of the

Fiist legislation, making the

because of overcrowding,

former Oak Grove Middle

district eligible for an estimat-

Superintendent Earl Lennard

School, 6315 N. Armenia in

ed $11.4 million grant from the

announced.

Tampa,

ond Saturday of each month,

Thrift (SIT) fund to pay for

(world's Most Unusual Drug-

tion presents a monthly gallery

resume at Gaither and Sickles

Wednesday as an elementary
school and relieves Egypt

more new construction.

store) are invited to share their

walk. On September 8, more

high schools thanks jo new

Lake Elementary in Tampa,

In addition, all the new

memories as part of an upcom-

than a dozen galleries will

construction paid for with

formerly the most overcrowd-

schools are equipped with

ing documentary being created

offer extended hours from

funds from the 1997 special

ed school in the district.

by St. Petersburg’s Museum of

5:30 to 9pm. Contact: 821-

Histoiy and the LiveArts

6767.

emerged. Alfreda added that

PETERSBURG -

22nd Street South and now

the prosperity began to dimin-

Alfreda Parris. 42-years-old

currently working to expand

ish after many of the residents

female American is manied to

in Jordan Park were uprooted

Shenvin (Shawn) Pams, who

that business to their new location next door at 1327 Melrose

and moved away. This has

is 52-years-old, and they have

Avenue. Both htisinesses are

caused, the project to slow

six children including, Marie,

located across the street from

down some, but due to loyal

Liz,

Mercy Hospita] where Alfreda

customers and financial assis-

was bom,;butrthis information

tance through Veatrice Farrell

Rachel,

Victoria,

LeShawn and Stephan.

Alfreda is a native of St

had no bearing on why this

Petersbuig and was bom in

Iocation was chosen to estab-

Business Investment Corpora-

Mercy Hospital, the first hos-

lish the Parris’ businesses.

tion. family and friends, they

pital in this city established

specifically to treat citizens of

“I never had any prior,
plans of operating a business

grand opening date for their

During the

right across from where I was

new building. The building is

time of Alfreda’s birth, many

bom, but it just worked out that

new from the ground up and

Blacks were denied access to

way. After the 1996 riots the

belongs to the Pams’.

African decent.

are only a few weeks before a

health care at the established

opportunity presented itself to

“I really want to thank the

Mound Park Hospital, which

take over this convenience

is now known as Bayfront

store on the Blue Star Cab
Company property, so, ,we
did.” Alfreda stated.

community for all its past support and urge them to continue
to support us,” Alfreda said.

Medical Center. Alfreda grad
uated from Northeast High

School.

According to Alfreda. the
Shawn is originally from/ business prospered tremenSt. George, Barbados and has? dously in the first few years,

Alfreda was also a participant

lived in St. Petersbuig for the

mainIy due to the more than

past 27-years. Shawn has been

600 residents of Jordan Park

some code regulations, plans

a successful businessman' in

who really supported us. Busi-

are underway to open up the

this city for many years with

ness increased so much to the

new and expanded shopping

businesses ranging from cab point that the building got too
owner/driver to tow truck dri- Small, so in 1998, Alfreda and

strip, which will include a con-

ver, now to shopping strip

and game room.

Shawn decided to invest into a

In addition to Alonso High

School, other new schools

year, $50 million contract with

Peninsula Foundation. Inter-

munity Investment Tax (CIT),

opening include:

the coiporation that allows the

views will be recorded at the

HEARING:

City CounciI invites the public

owner. Around 1997,/Shawn

larger building, thereby the

and Alfreda opened Parris

dream

for the

ST.

PETERSBURG -

filled, free Enrichment pro
gram for students in grades 6th
through 12th. This Saturday

district to leverage the taxpay-

museum, 335 2nd Ave. NE, on

ers’ purchasing power and

Saturday, Sept. 8 from llam to

to share its views on the 2002

Gaither High School, on

Riverview, relieving Mintz

move toward standardization

5pm. To schedule an interview,

budget at a public hearin£ on

double sessions since 1996,

Elementary School, formerly

of technology that improves

call 565-0196. In addition to

Thursday, August 30 at 7pm in

will be relieved by a new addi-

the second most overcrowded

student performance.

the

project.

Council Chamber, 175 Fifth

tion paid for by the CIT. The

school in the district;

The new facilities are

LiveArts will present '‘Webb's

St. No. A second public hear

• McKitrick Elementary

needed to stay abreast of

City - the Musical” at the

ing is also scheduIed for Sep-

School, 8302 Montague St.,

School, 5503 Lutz Lake Fern

growth in student enrollment.

Mahaffey Theater from Nov.

tember 13. (same time and

Tampa, and a new addition

Road,

relieving

The district projects pre-

Schwarzkopf

Elementary

kindergarten through grade 12

15 to 24. and the Museum of
History will unveil a Webb’s

place). The proposed millage

will relieve Sickles High
School, on double sessions

166,227,

City exhibition in April, 2002.

.1503 reduction from last

since 1998. Funding for both

third

overcrowded

approximately 3,000 students

year’s city tax rate. Contact:

projects was provided by the

school, and;

more than last school year.

•CLASSES AT THE SUN
SHINE CENTER: Beginning

1997 Classrooms First legisla-

•
Chiles EIementary
School, 16541 Tarlipa Palms

District officials expect an

in September, a diverse offer-

additional 1,500 students by

ing of new classes will be

COMMUTER CHOICES
WEEK: From September 10

Lutz,

enrollment

School, formerly the district’s

most

available at the Sunshine Cen-

to 15, Bay Area Commuter

Lennard also praised the

ter, 330 5th Ave. No., including

Services

First and CIT revenues by the

crowded Tampa Palms Ele-

Teachers of the Year from indi-

Windows ‘98 and Introduction

muter Choices Week” and

Hillsborough County School

mentary School and will
include a sixth grade class

vidual schools in attendance at

to Word and Excel; Basic Car

encourages workers to paitic-

Board have helped make this

the press conference for the

Repair Skills; Home Mainte

long-awaited day a reality,”

pending the 2002 opening of a

grades assigned by the Florida

nance

and

or walk to work, or ride the

Lennard said at the district’s

new school relieving Benito

Department of Education for

Finance. Classes start in Sep-

bus. Those who do make an

annuaI Back-to-School Press

Middle School in the Hunter’s

the last school year under the

tember. All classes are 6 to 9

alternate commute are eligible

Conference. “In addition, we

Green area of New Tampa.

Bush/Brogan A+ Plan for

pm. and are open to the public.

to win prizes. For registration

Education.

For fees and dates, call 893-

cards or more information,

7622.

contact: 1-800-998-RIDE.

mid-school year. -

The new schools are all so-

Free Diabetes Education
Classes —-------------------ST. PETERSBURG - The
DIPPER Program, offers,,fiee
diabetes education classes for

> PLEASE
ftfPPORT OUR
1 PAPER >V
SUPPORTING
OUR
HDUERTISERS

all Community Residents.
•„ Location: Eiwctr Davis
Center. 1111

South, St. Petersburg, Mon’day's 6pm to 8pm.

18th Avenue

scholarship opportunities, then

come join us at our Open

dents of the underrepresented

ence,

population to pursue a career

technology. Field trips are

September 8, 2001 at either

in engineering, science and

planned to area industries,

Lakewood High School or

technoIogy. The YES-SECE

SPCClearwater Campus.

program is funded as a joint

museums and coIleges.
If you like making and cre-

project between the University

ating new things, working with

your • Guidance Counselor,

of South Florida, St. Peters-,

computers, engaging in men-

Mathematics teacher or Sci-

burg Campus and Pinellas

tally challenging academic and

ence teacher. You may also call

County Schools.

design competitions, all with

893-2926 for more details.

communication

and

We Gladly
Aocept Food
Stamps
With EBT
Maohine

If interested, please contact

NEWS DEADLINE IS 12 NOON. SATURDAY

HAVE YOU BEEN HOODOOED?
ARE YOU SICK IN ANY PART OF YOUR BODY?

Rev. Mother Superior Williarns has God Given Power to help you
overcome your problems no matter how big or small.

R Sr

!

I

I was having bad luck, mis
erable and it seemed tike
everything was against
me.]list a few visits to Rev.
Mother Superior Williams
and now I'm doing fine with

a good home and good man

g]

who loves me.

- Hillary Williafns

"1BEITEVE THAT THE UNARMED TRUTH]

AND UNCONDITIONAL LOVE WILL HAVE »
THE FINAL WORD IN REALITY. I STILL
BEIJLVE THAT WE SHALL OVERCOME.
- Martin Luther King, Jr.

The One and Only

RAJAX
MEAT MARKET
(727) 821-3068
2327 - 9th Street South (M.L. King)
St. Petersburg, Florida 33705
The Best Meat Market
in the South Side

LABOR DAY
SPECIAL
1 Slab of Spare Ribs
5 lbs. Chicken Wings
5 lbs. ChiCken Leg 1/4‘s
5 lbs. Drumsticks
5 lbs. Ground Beef
1 Paok Hot Dogs
Only for
FREE 5 lb. of charcoal

Ordained Psychic Christian Reader & Adviser

i

ipate in a car or van pool, bike

In The South Side

House on Saturday morning,

Students receive enrich-

i
I

Easy;

• FREE DELIVERY ON
PURCHASES OVER $25.00 •

these areas: mathematics, sci-

i

Made

promotes “Com-

FREE! FREE! FREE!

expansion

ment instruction in each of

I

893-7436.

will relieve critically over-

REV. MOTHER SUPERIOR WILLIAMS

I

is tentatively set at 7.14 mills, a

Boulevard W., Tampa, which

$29.99

I

of

“Efficient financiaI mariagement of the Classrooms

ber through May and is

morning program that meets

documentary

High

designed to encourage the stu-

from 9am until noon, Septem-

BUDGET

St. Petersburg

• Symmes Elementary

YES - SECME

Youth Engineering SocietySECME is an excitin£, fun

PUBLIC

School, 6280 Watson Road,

have reduced the number of

venience store, beauty shop

the Downtown Arts Associa-

legislative session on school

in, the St. Petersburg Area
Chamber of Commerce’s

Mentor program.
After working through

state School

overcrowding and the Gom-

tion.

with the Tampa Bay Black

re'-opens

which

Compaq computers under
terms of an exclusive five-

opening of Alonso

ST.

MONTHLY ART WALKS:

Just a reminder that on the sec-

have fond remembrances of
the famous Webb's City

in 1996, Lennard said.

Convenience Store at 1131

• MEMORIES OF WEBB’S
CITY? Local residents who

Infrastructure

approved by voter referendum

By Jeanie Blue

(Soundly

time in five years, no schools

Normal schedules wil}

Sherwin and Alfreda Parris

SMART

TAMPA - Public schools

opened recently in Hillsbor

She will tell you just what you want to know about friends, enemies or rivals; Whether huSband, wife or sweetheart iS true or
false; How to gain the love you most desire; Control or influence
the action of anyone, even though miles away., Tell' you of lucky
numbers. She has helped thousandS through all walks,of life. She
will advise on love, marriage, business, health, divorces, lawSuits,
luck, alcoholicS, happiness, spells, Success and evil influences of
all kinds. Tells who your friendS and enemies are. GuaranteeS to
remove all evil and bad luck! WHY SUFFER when you can be
helped and freed from all your troubles?

CHICKEN
10 lbs. ChiCken
Leg Quarters
$4.99

10 lbs. Chicken Wings
$11.99

10 lbs. Fresh Chicken
Drumsticks $6.99
10 lbs. Turkey Wings
$5.99

10 lbs. Turkey Necks
$5.99

Don't fail to call or write to her today.
Send Self-Addressed Envelope

ReV. MOther SuperiOr Williams
3716 W. Horatio, Tampa, FL 33609

(813) 874-5581

EIIBigjgjg{gjgjgjgjgjgiBJBlBjgiSIBlEUBIBlBlBlBJBJBJBl5lBIBIBJBI@IBlBlBfBIBJBEIBJBIBJBJBlBlBIBJBlBIBlaiSJBIBJBIBlBJBIBl

HOURS:
MONDAY - SATURDAY
8 A.M. - 8 P.M.
SUNDAY
7 A.M. - 5 P.M.

HOLIDAY SPECIAL
BAR-B-Q TIME
1 Slab Ribs
5 lbs. Chicken Wings
5 lbs. FREE
5 lbs. Leg Quarters
5 lbs. FREE
5 lbs. Drumsticks
5 lbs. FREE
1 Pack Hot DogsA^/y
1 Pack FREE
1
3 lbs. Ground Beef
1 Loaf Bread
1 Bag Ice

$39.99
FREE 2 Liter Soda & 18
oz. Bottle Bar-B-Q Sauce

PRICE BY THE CASE
30 lb. BOX Ribs 3-1/2 DOwn $49.99
40 lb. BOX Chicken Leg 1/4’s $14.99
40 lb. BOX Chicken Drumsticks

$19.99
40 lb. BOX Chicken Wings $44.99
1 Case Baby Spare Ribs $16.99
1 Case Gncle JOhn Sausage $21.99
5 lb. Bqx Of HOt DOgs $8.99
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North Central Florida
Idella Thompson
Parker, Noted
Author,
Remembers

Howard Academy/Safe
HaVen Students Graduate
model
student.
Larosa
Osborne with high honois,

da (4.0 GPA). Louis Nelson,
III with honors did an intern-

now attending Central Florida

ship with NASA and attends

Community College. Afton

Horida A&M University.

ZvvZtA/

Ginlock with high honors now
attends the University of Flori-

^^Fresh,
Ngozi N'Namdi

OCALA - Idella Thomp

son Parker was bom in Red-

ing skills and helping get jobs

for many of them.

dick, FL, in Marion County on

In 1968, she taught home-

April 26, 1914. Reddick is a

making skills to the educable

little town 14 miles north of

mentally retarded at Melrose

Ocala, the county seat.

Park Center in Broward Coun-

attended

Mount

ty until she retired in June

Elementary

Public

1976.

Idella
Zion

School in Reddick, and then

Idella now lives in Ocala,

Fessenden Academy High

FL. Following the publication

School, a few miles south of

of her first book about Mar-

Reddick in a settlement called

jorie Kinnan RawIings, Idella

Martin. She also attended

has been in constant demand

Bethune-Cookman

' High

Larosa Osborne

as a speaker to groups that

. have a curiosity about her life

School in Daytona Beach.
Long before meeting Mar-

and times while working for

jorie Kinnan Rawlings, Idella
taught in the public schools for
black students long before
' integration came along in Mar

Rawlings. She also teaches
Sunday School classes, and is
involved in a number of com
munity activities.

ion, Levy and Polk counties.

Afton Ginlock

She has had speaking and

Later, with Rawlings’ help

autograph

Idella attended Apex Beauty

throughout the State of Florida

engagements

School in Atlanta. She com-

as well as other states. She was

pleted her beauty culture

given keys to the town of Red-

schooIing in Tampa, FL, at

dick and the city of Murfreess-

Anglo Beauty School.

boro, Tennessee, by their

After no longer working

respective mayors. Bethune-

for Mrs. Rawlings, Idella was

Cookman College has added

married in 1953 to Bus Parker,

her book, The Perfect Maid, to

the owner of a shoe repair shop

the required reading in college

in Ocala. They bought a home

English.

Louis Nelson III
OCALA - Parents sup

in Reddick, where Idella used

When an illness forced her

ported Mathematics and Sci

part of it as a beauty shop,

to retire in 1976, Idella moved

ence PSIMAS) is a weed &

Seed funded program for after

working as an independent

back to her home in Reddick.

operator until her husband’s

She lived there until she sold

school tutoring. This program

death in September 1961.

the house and bought another

has served the community for

one in Ocala in 1985.

over 8 years. 97 students have

Idella also worked in Pompano Beach and Fort Laud-

Idella saw her father lived

received their full high school

erdale in 1966-67 as a voca-

to be 101. He died in 1990. For

diploma’s.
At Howard Academy we

tional teacher specializing in

10 years prior to his death he

home care. In Pompano Beach

lived with another daughter,

also believe in accountability.

she worked with low-income

Dorothy Harris.

The staff is very proud of the

women, teaching homemak-

students that have graduated
from high school and moved

Woman

frOm pg. 1

on to a higher institution of
learning. Some have left for

the military, Job

mas Wish allows us to help her

than 100 markets in the United

coIlege,

and show our listeners how

States write to Joyner with an

Corps, got married or now

compassion,

kindness and

account of a problem, chal-

employed. This is one govem-

generosity are not limited to

lenge or need, asking that he

. ment pro£ram that works.

the Christmas season.”

grant their ‘Christmas wish”

Some needed just a little

push in math in science or the

Christmas on ‘The Tom Joyn-

(sponsored by Southwest Airlines).

er Morning Show”, when

The ‘Christmas Wish” for

(HSCT). Some received col-

Every

Wednesday

is

High School Competency Test

Joyner grants a listener's spe-

Kandra Drayton was officially

lege credits through Tech Prep.

cial request for help or support.

granted on ‘The Tom Joyner

Most of the grads now attend

Listeners in the show’s more

Morning Show” on August 22.

Central Florida Community

College.
Deserving thanks are the
following staff members for

their help:

Jade Hagans,

Director, Robert Johnson,
Biology Teacher at Dunnellon
High, Roosevelt Rimes, Jr.,

Teacher -Tutor at Howard

Academy and Mr. Bill Patton,
Director of the weed & Seed

Use your voice to
help fight breast cancer.
Call to learn how.

programs.
. Now, here are a few of the
students: Ngozi N'Namdi is

now attending Smith College
AMERICAN
4? CANCER
Y SOCIETY

i-800-ACj-2345 I www.cancer.org.

in Northanpton, MA. She

£raduated with high honors

and walks on water in the
world of Mathematics and a

I

Fast n’Friendly^/ c
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North Central Florida
r

HoWard Academy
Safe HaVen------- -

Society
In
Ocala

OCALA -

The Black

Archives of Marion County

t>y
Florence
Williams Ray

L

who live in Marion County.

sponsored by Howard Acade-

Nominations will ensure

my Safe Haven has a yearly

the £rowth and continued

those

informational update of our

ceremony honoring

who have been selected to join

history

our heritage.

Denny’s is proud to announce

Please take a few minutes to

the winners of its second annu-

learned in kindergarten. The

LIGHT

words went, “I want to be

ready. I want to be ready. I

Of The
Worid

want to be ready to walk in
Jerusalem, just like John!”

when he got to the part that

said, “ ..just like John,” he did

some kind of body movement
Bv DANIEL Banks
____________________ !■ that kept us in stitches. How-

SPARTANBURG, SC -

those already immortalized in

and

tickle us by singing a song he

ever, the words of this simple

SICKLE CELL

objectives, positive change in

the Black Archives Hall of

nominate somebne who not

al Young Visionaries Essay

THE TRAGIC

show a few years ago. Seem-

song are so true. Let us pray for

BANQUET

students’ attitudes and creative

Fame. Those who have made

only took pride in our commu-

Competition. This nationwide

DEATH OF

ingly, she had her whole Iife

one another that we’ll all be

TO BE HELD

use of teacher resources and

and are making significant

nity, but who contributed to its

competition asked high school

AALIYAH

before her and was destined to

ready when the time comes to

skills.

contributions to the Black

success and mail it to us.

juniors and seniors of African-.

do great things but in a brief

pass over into the next world.

Ihe month of September

.

j

assets to the Black citizens

Denny'S
AntiOunceS
Winners Of
Young
ViSiOnarieS
ESSay

is designated as Sickle Cell

***

Month and the Marion County

PUBLIC LIBRARY

chance to be nominated and if

Sickle Cell Association will

TO HOLD

hold its annual banquet on

TEEN READ WEEK

I was extremely shocked

American descent to write an

to hear of the sudden death of

moment, it was all brought to

memorabilia for the Black

essay on the topic: How Sto

hip-hop and R&B singing sen

naught.

chosen, honored at a ceremony

Archives. If you have any old

ries of the Past Influence

sation, Aaliyah, in the news.

It is terribly important that

reason of strength they be

which is held once a year.

pictures, yearbooks, articles,

Visions of the Future. This

After filming a music video in

we walk circumspectly before

fourscore years, yet is their

Experience of Ocala have a

We are always looking for

“The days ofour years are
threescore and ten; and if by

September 21,2001 at St. Paul

The Marion County Public

For the past nine years, this

equipment, etc., please cbnsid-

competition was inspired by

the Bahamas, she and seven

God, for we know not the day

strength labour and sorrow;

AME Fellowship Hall. The

Library System is offering

ceremony has honored some

er donating it to the Archives

Denny’s commitment to sup-

other people were flying back

for it is soon cut off, and wefly

for all to enjoy.

affair will begin at 7pm. Ihe

teens aged 13-18 a chance to

of the most charitable individ-

porting youth and education,

to the United States in a small

nor the hour when the sweet
chariot of fire with its horse

church is located at 718 N.W.

enter a drawing to win all

uals who have championed a

If you would like addition-

while celebration African-

engine plane when it crashed

men will swing low for us (see

our days, that we may apply

7th Street, Ocala.

kinds of prizes. This contest is

quality of life that is due to all

al information or have ques-

American history and culture

shortly after take-off! Channel

II Kings 2:11,12)1 we may be

our hearts unto wisdom." -

to celebrate Teen Read Week

citizens of this county.

tions, contact Marci Rich-

year round.

6 News and CNN’s Headline

Psalm 90:10,12

News reported that after the

young or old, rich or poor; but
when the bell tolls, we must
answer, ready or not!

The Marion County Asso
ciation is a 501 (3)(c) non-prof-

beginning

it organization that is in need of

2001.

October

14-20,

It is again time for us to

Owens at the Academy on Sat-

' Ten regional winners were

accept nominations of those

urdays between the hours of

selected from the thousands of

aircraft fell

On the same day that the
music industry lost a celebrity

a short distance

matching funds, They are ask-

Students can go to any

who, at sometime during their

9am and 4pm, (352) 629-

entries submitted for the com

from the runway, it burst intp

ing the public to assist their

Marion County library to pick

life, worked to create a lifestyIe

7082.

petition to receive a $1,000

flames. According to early

effort by purchasing a ticket to

up an entry form. Enter the title

that would bring community

their Annual Awareness Ban-

of any book you’ve read

iquet. The proceeds will contin-

between June 1 and, Oct. 19,

ue to help Marion County

2001. This will be the last day

become aware of the disease

for entries. You' will need to

and its impact on the commu-

include the author and your

nity.

opinion about the content.

For more information conceming their banquet and other

Multiple entries are encouraged.

fund raising activities, please

contact

732-4412

or call'

Bertha Kyler at 690-7974.
***

In the evening’s main

NEW YORK - HBO
A big party will be held on Sports presents a night of hard- event, one of boxing’s top
Oct. 20, 2001 at the Freedom hitting action when HBO Box- featherweights, Marco Anto
Public Library, and the draw- ing After Dark: Marco Anto- nio Barrera (53-3,38 KOs), of

ing will be held at that time.

ADULT

sjcsfcsjc

EDUCATION

WATER RATES

PROGRAM

INCREASED

The Community Technical

and Adult Education Center is ,
offering programs to meet the^

needs of a diverse group of stu*'
dents.
Programs include Adult

bill.
The city has initiated a slid-

ration, English for speakers of

ing-scale rate schedule that

workplace literacy, adults with
employability

disabilities,

skills and family literacy.
Programs operate on a 12-

will see little or no increase in

month basis, Monday through

their monthly bills. However,
those who use more than 2,000

with special Saturday classes.

gallons per month will see sig-

620-7582 or 671-7200.

nificant increases.
The rates are designed to

protect our groundwater sup-

Howard MIDDLE

ply. The rates are meant to dis-

EARNS DISNEY’S

courage high usage such as

TEACHERRIFIC

excessive lawn irrigation.
Households that currently

AWARD

side for the doubleheader, weight champ, would put him
which will be closed-cap- on track for a rematch with

hearing- Erik Morales, to whom he lost
provides strong incentives for impaired and presented in a closely contested and hotly
customers to use conservation Spanish language on HBO debated decision in February
methods.
2000.
Latino.
Most city water customers

Friday from 8am until 9:30pm,
For more information, call

nio Barrera vs. Enrique Iztacalco, Mexico, squares off
Sanchez and Vassiliy Jirov vs. against Enrique Sanchez (28Julian Letterlough airs Satur- 1-2, 21 KOs), of Mexico City

day, Sept.. 8 (llpm ET/PT) in a l2-round match-up. Bar
IN JULY
from the Lawlor Events Cen- rera, 27, is coming off a specThe City of OcaIa water & ter in Reno, Nev. The HBO tacular win over Prince
Sewer customers are reminded Sports broadcast team of Jim Naseem Hamed last April. A
that new rates took effect June
Lampley, Larry Merchant and win over the scrappy Sanchez,
1 and showed up in the July’s Emanuel Steward will be ring- 29, a former junior feather-

Basic Education, GED ptepaother languages, citizenship,

Barrera vs. Sanchez
And Jirov vs.
Letterlough-------- —

Howard Middle SchooI,

use 1,400 cubic feet of water

located on NW Martin Luther

per month or less will continue

King, Jr. Avenue, Ocala, will

to pay .52 cents per 100 cubic

receive $5,000 from Disney’s

feet, however, the rates are

Teacherrific Awards.

graduated upward depending

The awards are given to

on usage. On the high rate end

schools and teachers around

of the scale, those who use

the state who have shown

more than 10,000 cubic feet

improvements in academic

per month will see their rates

achievement, focus on contin-

go from .68 cents to $4.16.

ued education and career

tioned

for

the

If You Think You Have
A Good Story or Article

scholarship each. From those

reports, only one person sur-

with Aaliyah’s death; our

ten students, one was chosen

vived the crash and he was in

church’s secretary also sud-

as the grand-prize winner of a

critical condition.

denly died, Mrs. Lillie Jack-

college scholarship totaling

$26,000.

Aaliyah was only 22 years
old. She was extremely beauti-

eral times in the week preced

The grand-prize winner of
a $26,000 scholarship through

ful, shapely, and talented. The

ing her death, in person and on

star of the movie Romeo Must

the telephone. Then, early

son. I had spoken with her sev-

the 2001 Young Visionaries

Die, an action thriller with Jet

Sunday morning, I learned of

Essay Competition is Zakiya

Li, AaIiyah was recently fea-

the passing of both Aaliyah

TN.

tured in Ebony magazine and

and her. It was two shocks in

Zakiya wrote her essay about

was slated to do two upcoming

one day. I extend my condo

her Aunt Gwendolyn who, as a

movies, as well as other music

lences to both families.

child, was so passionate about

projects. She’d also been a pre-

when my baby ‘brother,

reading that she broke through

senter at an Academy Awards

Kelvin, was little, he used to

Larry

of • Memphis,

the barriers of segre£ation by
checking a book out of an aIlwhite library. In her essay,
Zakiya wrote, “lam using this

story frogn the, past as.a blue

print for my own vast future,
including the trials' I must

encounter. I am now prepared

to face my triumphs and fail
ures in order to reach my
goals.” Zakiya is a senior at

Craigmont High School in

Memphis and is planning to
utilize her scholarship to study
psychology in the fall.

For. a complete list of winners, please; send a self-ad-

dressed, stamped envelope to

Essay Competition, c/o Black
Issues Book Review, 10520

Warwick Avenue, Suite B-8,
Fairfax, VA 22030.

r Galleria of Caskets
Affordable Caskets Make Affordable Funerals.

40 %-60%
OFF
Funeral Price

(352)732
^^ 2201 SWCoUegeRctSuite13»Ocala^^

United Theological Seminary
and
Bible College

Responsibility for Stroke

o

American Heart
Association^
Fighting He

46% of people surveyed believe their habits or
behavior strongly influence their stroke risk.

oo

Extention Ocala, FIorida
second Bethlehem Baptist Association
Dr. Fred Maeweathers, sr.. Center Director/Moderator
Dr. O. van Pinkston, Moderator Emeritus
Dr. B.F. Martin, President
352-351-5029 or 352-237-5215
FAX: 352-369-0998

These are the behaviors that may help reduce stroke risk:

maintaining
proper blood
pressure

quitting
smoking

exercising

reducing
fat intake

watching
weight

SOURCE: American Heart Association, 1995

Licensed:

BOB HOPE, WILBERT PRINCE,
ARTHUR GRAY, FELIX WOODS
"^Braabtoag JSarber ^hnP"
Anybody Could Cut Your Hair, But CouId
Anybody Give You What You Want?

306 SW Broadway
Ocala, FL 34475

Specializing In:
AfroS • ReguIar CutS
FadeS • DeSigner CutS
Drawing CutS • $8.00 & Up

READ A
NEWSPAPER
EVERY DAY

THERE IS*
ONLY ONE
RACE IN
THIS
WORLD THE
HUMAN
RACE!

" Yes, everyone deserves a chance; a second chance and then
a third. If someone gives you their word but keeps breaking it
- then they deserve what they get - you've done your part."
— Cleveland Johnson
Publisher Emeritus

Denny’s Young Visionaries

- Please Send It To
The Weekly Challenger

away. So teach us to number

Monday & Tuesday Evenings 6:30-9:30 p.m.
Saturday 8:00-10:15 a.m.
satellite Putnam Hall, Florida at the Abilene Baptist Church
Thursday Evenings 7:00-9;00 p.m. & Saturday 5:00-8:00 p.m.
Offering Degrees in Theology & Religious Education
Masters Program

Located At:

1105 Northwest 4th Street, Ocala, Florida 34475
Main Campus in Monroe, Louisiana

V
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As NAACP Conference Closed,
SBA Seeks Small Business Award
One Warrior Continued To Lead Nominations For 2002----------------MIAMI-The U.S. Small

Kentucky. Mississippi, North

ness Exporter and Young

Administration,

Carolina, South Carolina and

Entrepreneur, under age 30.

rero, District Director of the

South Florida District Office in

Tennessee.

The Phoenix Award is given

SBA’s South Florida District

Miami is accepting nominations for the Small Business

The Small Business Per-

for Small Business Disaster

Office. “Everyone owes a debt

son

of the Year criteria

Recovery and Outstanding

of gratitude to this country’s

Person of tlie Year and 12 addi-

includes:

tional small business, small

growth

employment;

Recovery. The EntrepreneuriaI

their brow sustains the U.S.

business advocate and other

increase in sales/unit volume,

Success Award recognizes

economy. Their commitment

to excellence must be recognized at all levels.”

Business

From the time he arrived at boot camp in 1971, until his retire
ment in 1995, Davis was an exemplary Marine and most
notably, a persuasive leader. These characteristics translated
successfully to his present role where he is challenged to
improve and manage the teaching and learning strategies of
some 78,000 students and 12,500 employees. On the job less
than three years, Davis has become a success story by making
steady improvements in operations and the overall perfor
mance of students.

NEW YORK - New

suasive leader.

Contributions

to

Disaster

entrepreneurs. The sweat from

innovation; response to adver-

large companies that started as

sity; and evidence of contribu-

small businesses.

nated May 5 through May 11,

tions to his or her community.

Individual and brganiza-

A South Florida District

as National Small Business

Advocate awards will be

tions, such as professional and

nominee received national

week for the year 2002. Small

presented to persons who have

trade associations, business

recognition during the 2001

Business week recognizes the

used their professional skills or

organizations, chambers of

Small Business Week event in

small business' community’s

personal talents to further pub-

commerce, banks and eco-

washington, D.C. Jeffery D.

contributions to the American

lic understanding and aware

nomic development agencies

Zbar. Goin’ SOHO

economy. Small businesses

ness of small business. Nomi-

can submit award nomina-

was named the National Small

today, more than 25 million

nees must have taken an active

tions. To be accepted, nomina-

Business Journalist ofthe Year.

strong, employ 58 percent of

role in creating opportunities to

tions received at the South

Zbar writes for more than a

owner,

the private work force, pro-

promote the interests of small

Florida District Office must be ■ dozen publications and web-

duce more than half of the U.S.

business. Advocate award cat-

postmarked prior to, but no

sites, focusing on the new and

private sector output, and pro-

egories include Home-Based

later than Nov. 9, 2001. To

mature business owner.

vide virtually aII of the new

Business Advocate of the Year,

jobs added to the economy.

request a nomination instructions package, call Thaddeus

and advocate winners are

in

Florida’s Small Business

Ihe winners will compete

Women Business Advocate
of the Year, Minority Small

for state of Florida honors,
along with winners from the

Business Advocate of the Year,
Veteran Small Business Advo-

North Florida District State

cate of the Year, Accountant

Instructions are also available

award winners in all categories

Advocate of the Year, Finan

at

at

announcement of the national

then compete for top honors

cial Services Advocate of the

httpZ/smallbusinesssuccess.sba

award winners. Traditionally,

among

southeastern

Year and Small Business Jour

•gov/.

the President of the United

regional states, and ultimately

nalist of the Year. Advocate

for national recognition. The

the

winners are

regional award

(Top left) Davis takes a timeout from the Boardroom to speak
to children at an area public school. (Lower left) Davis shares
a moment with sgt. Major James Witherspoon at the 2001
NAACP convention. Witherspoon received the Roy Wilkins
Renown service Award for his commitment in continuing the
struggle for equality in the Armed service. (Right) As Marine
Commanding officer, C0I. Davis inspects candidates at the
officer candidates school at Quantico, Virginia.

in

power,

President Bush has desig-

special awards.

Retired Marine, CEO, educator and author, Alphonse Davis,
credits the United states Marine Corps for the success in his
role as CE0 of the New orleans Public schools, one of the
nation's largest public school systems, says Davis, "my career
in the military gave me the source of strength, leadership, char
acter and responsibility that have led to success - success in the
Marine corps, in leading a school system out of the murk and
in authoring my first book."

staying

Francisco 'Pancho” A. Mar-

Hosley at (305) 536-5521, ext.

invited to Washington, D.C.

167 or e-mail your request to

for

thaddeus.hosley@sba.gov .

activities attended by govem-

the

SBA

website

“Nominations

are

small

ment

business-related,

officials

for

the

an

States announces the national

nominees are not required to

excellent want to acknowledge

winneis at a White House cer-

be entrepreneurs.

outstanding small business

emony during Small Business

Week.

selected from the state winners

Small business awards are

owners and individual sup-

in Florida, Alabama, Georgia,

also presented to a Small Busi-

porters of small business,” said

Hospice Seeks Willing
Volunteers

over thirty years, are building

in it - one that he hoIds in

LARGO - The Hospice

The Hospice will also offer

So what brought him to

the kind of relationship that

check deep in his throat as he

of the FIorida Suncoast will

patient and family support

things, Mardi Gias, Gumbo,

lead one of the nation's largest

comes from those who pro-

speaks.

offer initial volunteer orienta-

training in September and

“As a Hospice volunteer I

life or grieving the loss of

Hot nights and slow mornings.

public school systems?

vide leadership to enhance

“Everything I have done in

tion classes for people interest-

October for volunteers inter-

feeI that I have been £iven an

loved ones. The Hospice offers

communities. At the NAACP

the Marine Corps has come to

ed in learning more about vol-

ested in providing care to

opportunity to meet many

comprehensive hospice and

conference in New Orleans

bear here. Leadership. Being

unteer opportunities within the

patients and families in our

wonderful peopie,” said Jewell

palliative

able to make the tough deci

organization.

community. You must attend

Coleman, bereavement volun

counseling, spiritual support

Orleans is known for many

These days, the Essence Music
Festival is the glam event that

His experience as a U.S.

Marine.

has become as much a part of

‘Going to the military was

last week, Davis attended the

N’Orleans culture as Bourbon
Street.
On the other hand,

not en vogue.” he says of the

NAACP Aimed Seivices and

Louisiana is not known for for
mer Marine CEOs in its public

ing out of Viet Nam. black

sions and respect. Not everyVeterans Affairs dinner where
bpdyisgoing to like me. Here,
a young; African-American 1 I may4» seen-as .the, enemy.
Sergeant Major was honored
PeopIe know I’m (bringing)

consciousness was just com

with the NAACP Roy Wilkins

about change. But it’s the stu-

working

time when he joined the
Marines, “we were just com

those who have lost a loved

for individuals dealing with

one..

chronic illness, facing end-of-

care,

emotional

Volunteeis at The Hospital

volunteer orientation before

teer. “I enjoy talking to people

and other services to the peo

are needed in all areas; patient
and family support .thrift shop

participating in the patient and
family training class.

and particularly enjoy hearing

ple of Pinellas County without
regard for race, age, faith, diag-

staffing, bereavement support,

Upon completion of train

with

computers,

their interesting stories. They

ing. voIunteers wiIl take on

have so many memories and
in their stoiy telling they seem

rewarding

nosis or ability to pay. Found-

ed in 1977 by volunteers,
about 1,300 individuate and

school systems. Not until

ing into it. It was not a calcu-

Renowned Service Award for

dents that are under my charge

office assistance,

responsibilities,

to enjoy 'getting lost’ in their

Colonel Alphonse Davis.

lated decision [to decide to

his leadership and achieve-

here. My responsibility is to

bureau and support at special

such as being a friendIy listen-

past. Being able to show kind-

sign up).”

their families are cared for

ment in military equal oppor-

them. It's a high stress job. I'm

events and community out-

er

taking

ness and concern for otheis

each day by The Hospice’s

not new to that.”

He is a decorated officer of

speakers

or companion,

the United States Marine

But it was a decision that

tunity. The event was another

reach functions. AdditionaI

patients on outings and run-

makes me feel good and puts

Corps. As a career Marine he

paid off. According to Davis,

staff and 2,400 dedicated vol-

step in bringing tire military

Davis' job is to improve

training may be required for

ning errands. Other opportuni-

meaning in my life. I enjoy

was a platoon leader before he

his career in the military has

unteers.

and the national black commu-

and manage the teaching and

ties incIude:

helping people.”

was 25. Although that is not

given him a source of strength,

nity closer together.

learning strategies of the

some of these opportunities.
(A list of orientation and train

unusual in the Corps, it meant

leadership,

and

“Semper fi - and selfless-

78.000 students and 12.500

ing

that he was responsible for

responsibility that have led to

ness,” Davis says when asked

empIoyees under his charge.

reIease.)

nearly 50 lives - which is pret-

success - success in the Corps,

character

in Ieading a school system out

what he brings to the job from

On the job for some two plus

ty weighty by civilian stan-

the Corps. "I Ieamed to put

yeais. he is aIready proving to

dards. Over his career, he

of the murk and in authoring

otheis before yourself and I

be a success. Showing steady

toured many of the world's

his first book. It’s the kind of

think the sense of urgency in

improvement in operations

fiercest conflict arenas. From

track record that makes Davis

the work ethic is also a big part

and performance, the district

boot

the man you want to be associ-

of it. At the end of the day it

still has a great deal of work to

ated with.

gives me something to rely.”

do, but is dearly on the right

the time he arrived

at

classes

foIIows

this

For more information, call

• Picking up and delivering

The Hospice is a non prof-

Kathy Roble, director of vol-

suppIies to patients and provid-

it agency committed to caring

unteer services, at (727) 5864432.

ing bereavement support for

Nurses Boost Employee
Morale--------------------------ST. PETERSBURG-On

cation Credits (CEUS) at the

be Donna Cutting, a profes-

and stress relief. Most recently

Friday, September 14, 2001,

workshop, which will be pre-

sional speaker who works with

she was the keynote speaker

and the NAACP, partners for

Nurse Managers, Supervisors,

sented at Park Place Retire-

businesses and health care

for Assisted Living Associa-

Calling All Tigers

and WouId-be Supervisors will

ment Center at 2750 Drew

organizations who want to

tion Conferences in Houston,

camp in 1971. until his retire

ment in 1995, Davis was an

The U.S. Marine Corps

exemplary Marine and a per-

TAMPA - The Middleton
High School c/o ‘71 (the last

Reunion Activities:

Thursday, Sept. 6,2001:7-

graduation class) will celebrate

11 pm - Poolside Chat ‘N

their 30th Class Reunion Sep

Chew/Registration.

tember 6-9, 2001

Suites Hotel.

at the

AmeriSuites and Embassy

, Suites Hotels.
You are invited to the uiti-

mate 70s Party, Friday, Sept.

His voice has a Iow grow!

bassy Suites Hotel.
Sunday, Sept. 9, 2001:

7, 2001:

llam - Reunion Church Service. AIlen Temple AME
Church (Ybor City).
Sunday, Sept. 9. 2001:

8:3()pm - 70's Party. Embassy

2pm - 6pm - Picnic. Rowlette

Suites HoteI.

Park (Shelter #218).
Host Hotels: AmeriSuites

Friday. Sept.

Ameri-

7, 8:30pm at the Embassy

Satunlay, Sept. 8, 2001:
9am - March to New School

Suites Hotel on Fowler Ave.,

Site from oId MiddIeton to

(comer of Fowler & 30th St.)

next to USF. Don’t miss this

22nd

Osborne

party!!!

Avenue.

(813)979-1922.
Embassy Suites Hotel:

This is just one of the many

Saturday, Sept. 8, 2001:

activities scheduled for this

6:30-11 pm - Banquet (Cock-

3705 Spectrum Blvd.. (comer
of Fowler & 40th St.) (813)

reunion. For more information

tails/Dinner/Dancing),

Street

&

Em-

track.

have the opportunity to learn to

Sheet in Clearwater, FL. Reg-

maximize employee morale

and Tacoma, Washington.

“Put Fun to Work and Boost

istration begins at 8:30am and

and minimize stress and staff

Morale”.

the workshop starts at 9am and

turnover. Ms. Cutting speaks

For more information
about the workshop for Nurses

Nurses can receive 3 con-

ends at !2pm.

tact hours of Continuing Edu••

The workshop leader will

nationally on topics related to

or a detailed brochure cai!

humor, joy on the job, play,

(727)525-5818.

■

Hotel: 11408 N. 30th Street,
i

WOODIES
HAT BOX

903-6621.

SAM'S BEAUTY SALON
3600 - 18th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL

(727) 322-0024 • Cell (727) 542-2189

please call the c/o '71 Reunion
Hotline at (813) 989-0801.

PLEASE
SUPPORT OUR
. PAPER BV
AflPPORTINE
OUR
ftOUERTISERS
NEWS
DEADLINE IS
SATURDAY
ATNOON

OPERATION PAR
SELF-SUFFICIENCY
PROJECT
PAR provides substance abuse and men
tal health services for families who
receive cash assistance or are low income
families. Services are offered at no cost to
individuals and are confidential. Services
are available to adults and children..

For more information,
contact Gerald Syrkett
At 727-893-5438
Crack Cocaine Kills People and
Shatters Lives

Pretty Feet by
Accept tVinkew Cowpeoalicn. & PIP Inmawce CEatnw

IV

"$L00"6ff""‘
PEDICURE

ntaciok

MOnday - Wednesday
Iw/coupon Appointment Necessary
Patricia Williams, LMT, N.M.T., P.T.

Ask for Tony

H.T. WELLNESS & MASSAGE CENTER

20 years experience in Hair Care
as Barber and Beautician

NEUROMUSCULAR
nutrition & RELAXATION MASSAGE

328-7600
3727 CENTRAL AVENUE
LIC. #MM0o5879

VOICE MAIL 458-5330 FAX 328-8869 ’

S^cite

Safe

SAM’S BEAUTY SALON
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African-American
OWned Company
AWarded
National Resale

License

Toyota
is firmly rooted rn the Toyota

nity for diverse candidates at

principles of continuous im-

all levels, especially retail deal-

provement and respect for

eiship management, is a pri-

people, we have the opportuni-

mary goal. Toyota’s newest

ty to stand out as a leader in
corporate diversity," said

programs, collectively named

the

James E. Press, TMS execu-

Advancement

(TAAP), will address this issue
by creating sustainable aven-

Coalition

LOS ANGELES, CA -

Express, provide full national

Mishael Israel, founder and

transportation and delivery ser-

president of the Los Angeles

vices to companies in the

based GIobal Translogic, Inc.,

entertainment , law, automo-

a parent company of Courier

tive and transportation indus-

Express, .announced recently

tries. Since their inception, the

that his organization has been

companies have serviced more

awarded a resale license by

than 1,000 accounts, whilecre-

DHL Worldwide Express,

ating more than $1 million in

marking the first time that an

revenue.

In addition to operating

business has received such sta-

Global Translogic, Inc. and

tus with a major international

Courier Express, Israel is also

parcel express provider.

completing course-work at

“Dm excited for my com
pany to have received this

California State University,
Long Beach, to become a cer-

resale contract,” said Israel, a

tified global logistic specialist,

native of the Los Angeles

which will broaden the scope

community. ‘This deal means

of is his companies ability to

provide world-wide services.

service technicians and dealer-

son provided Toyota with an

ship managers.

opportunity for a comprehen-

sive review of its existing

“Our mission is to prepare
professionals to succeed at all

diversity programs. As a result,

levels and types of retail oper

significant new opportunities

ations,” said Press. ‘The Toy-

benefiting both Toyota and the

ota Avenues for Advancement

auto industry were identified,

Program will create a to/ent

making possible the bench-

pool, helping fill the pipeline

CLEARWATER - Bags,

mark plan announced recently.

with . qualified service and

boxes, storage chests over-

The company will seek addi-

management candidates, for

flowed the offices of Commu-

a shirt or blouse, a belt, socks,

tional feedback and support

not only our own dealers but

nity Service Foundation last

a pair of shoes and underwear.

from a variety of minority

for the entire automotive

week due to the donation of

Many of the children received

organizations and leadeis as it

industry, benefiting both deal-

back-to-school clothing and

a backpack, too.

goes forward.

ers and their customers.”

Ehony 1
of Historically Black Colleges
and Universities,” states Linda

tional excellence with amazing

transformational capabilities.”
TMSF Chairman Viigis W.

we have supported them edito-

Colbert notes, “HBCUs serve

rially and financially. Many of

a unique role in cultivating

our executives are HBCU

minds as well as offering stu-

graduates, including my moth-

dents an abundance of role

er and secretary-treasurer of

models, mentors and leader-

the company, Mrs. Eunice W.

ship opportunities.” NAFEO

Johnson, a graduate ofTallade-

Ieadeis concur that the record

ga College. Selma University

of these schools underscores

was founded by her grandfa-

their vaIue for now and in the

ther. Lerone Bennett Jr. was a

future.

schoolmate of Dr. King at

Morehouse. New associate

Ebony, the number one
African-American magazine

publisher Jeff Burns is a

in the world for over 56 con-

•Howard graduate, and the list

secutive years, was founded by

goes on.” UNCF President

William Gray states, ‘These

Publisher, Chairman and
CEO John H. Johnson. The

colleges and univeisities are
outstanding centers of educa-

September issue of Ebony is
on sale August 13,2001.

nies, especially African-Amer

ican owned businesses, around
the United States, and give

tor and producer of the recent
wall Street west Symposium
and the wall Sheet West Invi-

them discounts that could save

tational Celebrity & Amateur

them up to 40 percent on
express delivery charges. It’s

Golf Tournament, The symposium, said Israel, focused on

similar to what MCI and

planning,

Spring did some years ago,
when they bought services

implementing viable Strategies, to make African-Ameri-

from AT&T and then sold the

-can businesses and entrepre-

ATLANTA - Nearly 50

telephone services to smaller

neurs more inclusive of the

minority college students will

companies not able to get big

vast economic opportunities

discounted rates. So, we will

available in public and private
industries across America. The

only we will be providing

Symposium and golf touma-

nationwide express delivery

ment, held last June, were

The College Fund/Coca-Cola
Corporate Intern Program this

discounts.”

sponsored by Rev. Jesse L.

summer.

and

Pg. 1

Johnson Rice. ‘Over the years

Israel also served as direc-

basically do the same thing,

become successful dealeiship

founder Reverend Jesse Jack-

other small to medium compa-

designing

Coca-Cola Opens
The Door To The
Future For
Minority Interns

according to a national survey

a vast volume of grilling sta-

from warehouse grocer Smart
& Final. In fact. 57 percent of

ples during an average sum

U.S. adults, or about 114 mil

• 9.5 million hamburger

lion people, plan to attend or
host more cookouts this year
as compared to 2000.

In addition to the unique

mer, including approximately:

and hot do£ buns;

• 4.2 million pounds of
franks, wieners and hot dogs -

Bonnie Peters
Renteria

and Carol

notifies the families and col-

According to Community

lects the children’s clothing

Service Foundation Executive

information to pass along to

Director, Jerry Spilatro, the

the AEGON Equity Group

AEGON employees’ generos-

employees.

The

AEGON

ity and kindness will help the

Equity Group employees raise

children and their parents by

funds with bake sales and the
like, or use their own money to

raising self-esteem and mak

purchase the complete outfit

proud experience.

ing the first day at school a

about ten times the weight of

fun and flavor that backyard

the Statue of Liberty;

grilling provides, many people

• 2.3 million pounds of
hamburger patties - equivalent

barbecue because it is an eco
nomical way to entertain. Hol-

the children from the information provided by CSF. CSF

Back-to-

Have You taken Your
Medication Today? —

to more than six times the
combined weight of all the
players in the National Football EfeSgUfc (NFL); iL“

TAMPA - Do you follow
your physician’s instructions

on medication and lifestyle

begin an exercise program

guidance?

with your healthcare provider.

when food and supplies are

• 207.740 gallons of barbecue sauce - enough to fill an in-

purchased in bulk.

ground swimming pool;

Americans with chronic dis-

iday

weekend

barbecues,

which typically involve eook-

ki£r'fof’I^r6lifS‘W lSniliyahd
friends, can be cost-effective

Discuss behavior changes

to lose weight, quit smoking or

It’s usually not advisable to

More than half of all

tackle eveiything at once.

Smart & Final is uniquely

• More than 79.000 profes-

eases such as high blood pres-

qualified to observe barbecue

sional quality barbecue tools,
including grills.

sure and heart disease do not

medication,

folIow doctors’ orders. And,

questions about benefits, how

trends, since the warehouse

If your doctor prescribes a

be sure to

hot dogs. Eveiything from

regular medial checkups as

effects. Then take it exactly as

fresh vegetables to decadent

important to staying well.

prescribed, never,miss a dose,

Coca-Cola for the inaugural

academic scholarship.

Upon

as beef and beans over an open

desserts are being prepared on

The American Heart Asso-

successfuI completion of the

fire was the primary way to

the grill,” said Chef Jamie

ciation has identified the fail-

internship, students may be

cook. The company remains a

Gwen, culinary consultant for

ure of persons to follow appro-

You can receive a free

invited to come back the foI-

major supplier for outdoor bar

Smart & Final and the food

priate treatment recommenda-

copy of the American Heart

lowing year.

becuing today.

and don’t stop taking it just

because you feel better.

stylist for the new Emeril

tions as a national hidden

Association’s booklet by call-

“Open-air cooking has

Lagasse sitcom debuting this

health threat and has begun an

ing 1-800-AHA-USA1 (1-

been an American tradition

fall on NBC-TV. “Recogniz-

aggressive

since Smart & Final’s found-

ing this trend. Smart & Final

awareness program.

the Company to recruit new

ing in 1871, although today it’s

and I have created a series of

The program recommends

doors of one of the worId’s

empIoyees from more univer

regular doctor visits to monitor

sities and colleges where

more for recreation than neces
sity,” said Ross Roeder, CEO

original summertime grilling

largest companies and owner

recipes, such as Grilled Sum-

your blood pressure and cho

ofthe world’s most recognized,

greater numbers of minorities

of Smart & Final and himself

mer Fruit with Brown Sugar

lesterol levels, setting priori-

brand, Coca-CoIa. to gain real-

attend - directly increasing the

an accomplished barbecue

Glaze and Chopped Grilled

ties, staying on track and living

life, hands-on experience and

Company’s pool of minority

chef. Today our stores contin-

Vegetable Salad. And, of

healthier.

insight into coiporate America.

employees. The Company has

ue to be a leading barbecue

course, we also Have cieative

For eight-to-ten weeks, the

made a four-year commitment

supplier for food service pro

variations

interns will work in several

to The College Fund and the

fessionals and anyone else

favorites, such as Dry-Rubbed

areas ofthe Company, includ-

program.

cooking for a crowd. From

Barbecued Ribs with Chutney

fresh meats and buns and deli-

Glaze.”

about Courier Express and
Global Translogic, Inc., please

country wiIl walk through the

contact Tobin & Associates at
(323) 856-0827.

ing: sales and marketing,

The CoeaGoIa Company

finance, engineering, chem-

has been a corporate partner to

istry, manufacturing, human

The College Fund for nearly

resources, business systems

15 years, contributing more

and public relations. In addi-

than $1.6 million to the organi-

tion, each student will receive
ance by both a Coca-Cola

zation.
The CocaGola Company
is the world's largest beverage

manager and mentor.
As part of the Corporate

company and is the leading
producer and marketer of soft

Intern Program, each student

drinks.

personaI attention and guid

will also receive a $5,000

on

education

and

800-242-8721).

*0*
If all my friends were to
jump off a bridge, I
wouldn’t jump with them.
I’d be at the bottom to
catch them.
—Anonymous
***

traditional

"I BELIEVE THAT THE UNARMED
TRUTH AND UNCONDITIOHAL
LOVE WILL HAVE THE FINAL
WORD IN REALITY. I STILL
BELIEVE THAT WE SHALL
OVERCOME."
-MARTIN LUTHER KINC. JR.

Nexus — Paul Mitchell

Design Essentials — Menders

Revlon — T.C.B. — Eantu

HIRES HAIRSTYLING
3427 - lltk Avenue North

St. Petersburg, FL 337 13
Telephone: 323-8649

0

Sh ear EssenCe

TOTAL HAIR CARE
Extension Weaving and Braidina

0 OJBISI@J@I3ISI@ISI3I@I3ISISOJ3ISI3J3J3l3lSISI2ISJ3J3J3lSJ3l3ISI3I3lSI2l@ISI3I31SJ3ISJSOJSISI3J ia
1
fc
Dr. Michael F. Battle, and his staff, I
i
1955 First Avenue North. Ste. 101
1
St. Petersburg, FL 33713
(727) 826-6060
I

Ak

I

1

Are pleased to announce the association of:

Dr. Jaih Jackson

1
i

§

i

0

ask

preparing hearty staples such

for FED-EX, which also repre-

--- (Seorge JBanlayana

ship stores, Smart & Final sells

says

tier town of Los Angeles when

gram is a strategic initiative tor

humanly possible.

ed chain of 227 non-member-

holiday weekend last year,

School project coordinators

will be eligible for a $10,000

college juniors from across the

past, remembering that once it tnaa all that fuas

this Labor Day than over the

employees,

Group in Clearwater “adopt”

experience as they have joi ned

For additional information

soon it fnill be the past; anir fne must respect the

From its strategically locat-

ees from AEGON Equity

gain real world, real work

tract to deliver parcel packages

W£ must fnelrame the future, remembering that

provisions.”

popular with the AEGON

and when to take the medica-

arship program, 49 minority

photographer.

from cooling off. Americans
are more likely to barbecue

Back-to-School project is very

As in years past, employ

tion and any possible side

the Los Angeles Trade Bureau.

a Weekly Challenger

Final is still the one-stop

source for outdoor entertaining

families with children. The

only 50 percent of men and 68

Coalition in partnership with

photos not taken by

survey confirms that barbecue
grills across the country are far

new outfit includin£ shoes and
some with backpacks.

percent of women recognize

has also received a major con-

There is a fee for

quality grilling tools. Smart &

nered to do three projects each

year to help lower income

allowance,
and
$1,000 travel allowance and
housing

his company, Courier Express

Translogic, Inc., and Courier

weekend approaches, a new

68 Pinellas County school-age

children received a complete,

Today, people are grilling
more than just hamburgers and

The CoIIe£e Fund/CocaCola Corporate Intern Pro-

Started in 1997, Global

ing goods and professional

AEGGN and Community
Service Foundation have part-

store 130 years ago in the ffon-

Kicking off the ground-

American owned company.

style side dishes to paper serv-

supplies to the children of

CSF’s resident families. In all,

grocery chain opened its first

stipend,

breaking internship and schol-

sents a first for an African-

LOS ANGELES - As

summer wanes and Labor Day

for their adopted child. The
outfit includes pants or shorts,

$2,000

internship

Jackson, Sr.’s Rainbow Push

In addition, Israel said that

Back To School
With Style —

ues for diverse candidates to

Creation of career opportuy

Mishael Israel

that we will be able to target

for

Labor Day
Weekend
Barbecuing On
The Rise-------- -

Program”

operating officer.

A series of meetin£s with

owned

“Toyota Avenues

tive vice; president and chief

Rainbow/PUSH

African-American

frOm pg. 1

11

1

Dr. Jackson is currently available for Saturday appointments.

(one Block North of Martin Luther King Blvd.)
4013 N. 34th Street • Tampa, Florida 33610

1
1

To our Practice of comprehensive and implant dentistry.

Tampa's Newest Bay Area Business Listing

1

1

0

328-7289

i

3425 22nd AVENUE SOUTH
ST. PETERSBURG, FL 33711

i

TUES.-THURS. 9 AM-10 PM

i

• FRI. 9 AM-9 PM • SAT. 7 AM-8 PM
- WALK-INS WELCOME—

James & Ada Johnson, Owners

1

i

AND

i

I

813-231-4418
—;JVoW Se/tOing SEunch 6 Ttoe/t—

Call (727) 826-6060 for an appointment.

328-7189

1
I

(727) 419-1509

1
I

I
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Fl

Happy Labor Day
Prices Effective through Wednesday, September 5, 2001.
Publix will be open regular store hours oh Monday, September 3, 2001.

Publix
Where shopping is a pleasure.®
Visit OUr website at vvww.pUblix.com

Prices Effective Thursday, August 30
through Wednesday, September 5,2001
Ow/y in the Following Counties: Hillsborough,
Pinellas, Pasco, Lake, Hernando, Citrus,
Manatee, Sarasota, Charlotte, Polk, Orange,
Seminole, Highlands, Brevard and Osceola.
Quantity Rights Reserved.

FREE

Chicken Drumsticks

Dole SaIad Blends

Or Chicken Thighs, Publix All Natural,

Fresh Cut, Ready ip Sierve, Assorted Flavors
(When you buy one 8 to 12-oz. bag
at 2.99, get one of equal value free!)

USDA Grade A, 4-lbs. or More per Package
(Chicken Breast with Ribs ... lb. 1.39)

With Natural Juices,
Sliced Fresh Iti The Publix Deli

■
.

MEAT

DELI

■
ajq

Hamilton Shank
qq
Portion Smoked Ham...... ib.ssr

Quick Takes
Southern Style Potato Salad...

Lower Salt (Hamilton Whole
Smoked Ham ...lb. 1.39,
Hamilton Butt Portion
Smoked Ham... lb. 1.59)

Or New York Style Potato Salad,
For Fast Service, Grab & Go! 32-pz. cont.

GROCERY

,qq
...... JN

BallPark
Franks
Assorted Varieties,...............’

C'‘ '

Ks®rW?vL.
BuyOnepppp
Lay s P°tat° ChIps., GetOnerixILll
Assorted Varieties

ws to i6-oz. pkg.

12.25-oz. bag at 2.99,
get one of equal value free!)

-179

Kraft American

Cheese Singles............................. 1
Yellow or White Cheese Food, 12-oz. pkg.

Publix Coupon

Thirst Quencher......... ........... 2/31*0
Assorted. Varieties,
64-oz. bots.,

8-Count
French Hamburger Buns...

J59

Great forthe Perfect Sandwich, 16-oz. pkg.

PRODUCE

Honeydews........ ............ ..........
King'O The West Brand, Sweet and Juicy, each

Asparagus............................. .. fh.l?^
Krah
Buy One'C'D'ET?
Barbecue Sauce.... GetOnerivLll
Assorted Varieties (When you buy one
18-oz. bot. at .99, get one
of equal value free!)
(Limit one deal please.)

Fresh and Tender, Delicious Served
WithaHollandaiseSauce^^^^^^^^^

12-Pack
zoo
Budweiser Beer........................... O

Nabisco Oreo
/rOO
Cookies or Ritz Crackers ... 2/
Selected Varieties, Oreo Cookies,
17 tp 2.0-oz. bags or Ritz Crackers,
10 to 16-oz. boxes

Publix Coupon

100
J-

■

BAKERY

Or Bud Light, Bud Ice or Bud Ice Light,
12-oz. cans or LNNR bots. (Limit four
12-Packs please,) (12-Pack Michelob,
Michelob Light, Michelob Amber or
Michelob Honey Lager, 12-oz, bot.. . . 7.59)
(Limit four 12-Packs please,)

Publix Coupon

d

in,*''

.jj

Pubh.
3

OFF

(1) 64-oz. bot. of

Welch's Grape Juice
Assorted Varieties.

Crystal Light
Drink Mixes
Limit one deal per coupon

per customer. Coupon effective

Save up to 1.50

The Purchase of One (1) box of

Genera! MilIs Cereal
When you buy one box of Cheertos, Honey Nut
Cheerios or Lucky Charms, 20-oz. box or
Golden Grahams, 18-oz. box or
Cinnamon Toast Crunch, 2&.2S-O& box
Limit one deal per coupon per customer.
Coupon effective August 3(h September 5,2001.

, Assorted Varieties

Limit one deal per coupon

August 30 - September 5,2001.>

OFF

the Purchase pf One (1). 12-qt. pkg. of

The Purchase of One

A

per customer. Coupon effective .

,

August 30- September 5,2001.,

LU# 7459

Save up to 1.00

LU# 7460

Save 2.00

LU# 7483

•

12-Pack Selected
Pepsi Products

12-oz. cans (Limit six 12-Packs please.)

t
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------- ENTERTAINMENT
Kangaroos And Wallabies Casting Call Buffalo Soldiers 4th Annual
On Their Way As Lowry
Tell Your
Park Zoo Breaks Ground FaVorite Webb’s Labor Day Bike Rally--------On Wallaroo Station
City Story-------ST.

PETERSBURG -

The St. Peteisburg Museum of

Webb’s City was founded

LiveArts Peninsula Founda-

by the most colorful business

tion, invites the public to share

man in the history of Pinellas
County, J.E. “Doc” Webb
(1809-1983). Fresh from the

working

or

at

shopping

Webb’s City.

hills of Tennessee, “the P.T.

As part of a documentary

Barnum of retail” opened a

that is being, created about

tiny discount drug store in St.

Webb’s City, tlie Museum of

Peteisburg in 1925. Through

History and LiveArts will con

hard work, good luck arid a

duct a series of taped inter

healthy dose of old-fashioned

views of people who remem-

hucksterism, Doc built an

ber Webb’s City and

its

empire that-covered ten city
blocks. At its height. 60,000

founder. J.E. “Doc” webb.

TAMPA - The kangaroos

a new 4.5-acre AustraIianthemed

children’s zoo at

Lowry Park Zoo, took a giant

Taped interviews with the

.people a day came to gawk at

public will be conducted at

Webb City’s mermaids, danc-

llam to 5pm on September

ing chickens and kissing rab

Buffalo

8th at tlie St. Petersbuig Muse-

bits as well as to take advan-

um of Histoiy. The Museum
of Histoiy is located at 335
Second Avenue NE on tlie Pier

‘hop” cIoser to reality as zoo

approach in downtown St.

officials, donors and support-

Petersbuig.

ers broke ground on the site of

More than 150 kids taking

part in the zoo’s summer
camps performed originally

ankoRm»rica

composed Australian music
Australian animals, such as

kangaroos, butterflies, snakes
and crocodiles. Tampa City
Councilwoman Mary Alvarez

Saturday, 9/1/01 - “Cayal-

Soldiers of. Florida

ry for children” Starts at 9am

and numerous drawiiig for

for registration with kick

participants. Open to the gen

tage of the lowest prices in

will host several fundraising
events ’ over the Labor Day
weekend where the entire

stands up at 10:30am. A police
escorted benefit with two (2)

eral public.

town!

Tampa Bay area is invited to

start locations: Tampa Hailey

Dance Party” 9pm - 2am, 60’s

attend.

Davidson

thru 90’s dance music for

Webb’s' City, the Musical,

will play at the Mahaffey TheNovember 24. On April 19,

Wallaroo Station on JuIy 12.

“Wallaroo

tors and animals, including a

from Carl LindeII, of LindelI

new petting zoo with sheep,

Motors. Lowry Park Zoo has

designed to provide children

goats, - Halfinger horses and

to date announced private gifts

and their families opportunities

koi. Wallaroo Station, which is

totaIing more than $7.5 miI-

to learn and pIay together”

scheduled to open in spring

lion.

says Salisbury. ‘Children will

2002, will also feature a wide

Serving nearIy 7(X).(XX)

be able to explore a variety of

variety of Australian animals,

visitors last year, Lowiy Park

interactive stations designed to

including cockatoos, kanga

Zoo is a nonprofit 501(c)(3)

stimulate the imagination:’

roos and waIlabies.

charitable organization com-

The zoo’s newest addition
was made possible by a num-

tion, conservation and re-

Exhibit areas will focus on

different aspects of AustraIian
culture, AboriginaI Iegends,

mitted to excelIence in educa-

ber of public and private sup
port including $10 million in

search. The zoo is located at

samples 6f contemporary Australian life, animal stories and

CIT funds and a $5(X).(XX) gift

Tampa, one mile west of 1-275

natural' history artifacts. The

from Bank of America. Lowiy

(exit 31). Parking is free. Call

area will also include face-to-

Park Zoo also announced an

(813) 935-8552

face encounters between visi-

additional' gift of $500,000

information.,

1101 W. Sligh Avenue in

the newly renovated Army

Hwy 19 N. Clearwater). Ride

National Guard Center (3601

donations will benefit Al Chil

38th Avenue South, St. Peters-

dation (727) 565-0196 to

Webb’s City: The Exhibition.
For more

information,

dren’s Hospital. There will be

burg) BYOB, food and bever-

50/50 Poker Run” starts at

ride

ages available. $800 raffle.

Motorcycle is required.

Friday, 8/31/01 - “Sunset

participant

drawings.

Interviews not selected for

pIease contact the St. Peters-

6pm, last bike out at 7:30pm.

the documentaiy will be saved
for research purposes, avail-

burg Museum of History at

Poker run start at Daddy Wig-

Saturday, 9/1/91 - “Bike

Trophy

and

merchandise

prizes. Open to the general

(727) 894-1052 or LiveArts

glers 2015 E. 7th Avenue,

Rally” 12 noon - 5pm. Caval-

public,

abIe to the public, in the Muse-

Peninsula Foundation at (727)

Ybor City. Poker run ends with

iy Charge will proceed to bike

required, casual dress. Dance

um’s Archiva! Library. For

565-0196.

after party (9pm - 2am) at

rally (cookout, biker skills con

tickets available at all events.

Knights of Columbus Hall,
1720 Central Avenue, St.

test, music & bike show).

For more infonnation confact Tom “Bigg Dogg” Macon

st. Petersburg -The

is

Station

Harley Davidson (17129 US

Labor Day Weekend Bike

American

(President and CEO of Lowry
Park Zoo) to break ground on

mature adults. Takes place at

Motorcycle Club 4th Annual
Rally dates 8/31 & 9/1/01.

man, Lowry Park ZooIogicaI
Society), and C. Lex SaIisbury

Catherine

Mabry, Tampa), and Fletchers

Buffalo

2002, the St. Petersburg Muse

A.C.S. To Hold
Annual Gala —

joined

Soldiers

The

um of History will open

Bessant (President. FIorida
Banking Group. Bank of
America). Bob Merritt (Chair-

harrison

Saturday, 971/01 - “Annual

scheduled in advance. PIease

those of you selected, we will

and City Councilman Shawn

(6290 N. Dale

Trophies, merchandise, prizes

caII LiveArts Peninsula Foun

schedule your interview.

and demonstrated the antics of

ST. PETERSBURG-The

»ater from November 15 until

Interviews need to be

the new exhibit.

shooting day. '

History, in partnership with the

their favorite, memories of

are coming! Wallaroo Station,

schedule you for an additional

Mary C lowers, General Chair

Cancer Society

man arid Founder; Elouise

Minority Development Com

Cotman. Gala BaII Chaiiman.

mittee is busy making plans
for their AnnuaI Gala Ball to
be heId on September 15,2(K)l

Valerie W. McGanah, Publici
ty-Chairman.

at the Yacht Club, 11 Central
Avenue. St. Petersburg. FL.

contact Mary CIowers (727)
864-3568. or
Cassandra

6:00 pm, Social Hour,

Montes. Cancer Control Pro

7:(Xlpm. Dinner/Dance.

PIease

For further information

Petersbuig. Open to general

public,

motorcycle

not

required for participation.

(26th Avenue South, between
19th and 20th Streets, behind
St. Joseph’s Catholic School).

at (727) 365-9780.

ST. PETERSBURG Once again the Nite Riders

school supplies and serving
hot dogs, fish, chicken and

Van Club is sponsoring its

Back to School picnic for

crabs.
This event will be held at

neighborhood school children.

Lake Maggiore Park, on Sun-

day, September 2, 2001 from
12 noon to 3pm. Everything is
on a fust come, first serve

basis, so come early and enjoy
yourself.

They will be giving away

"CreseCs. ♦ ♦

(727) 546-9822, ext. 7364.

attend this specia! occasion.

PlEfiSP SUPPORT 0UW
PAPER BY SUPPORTING
00R BDOtRTISBflSi'

COMMUNITY
Publix, BILLBOARD
When a couple becomes
engaged it is traditional for
the groom’s family to first call
on the bride’s family.

for more

Magic Keys Organ Club
ST; PETERSBURG-The

bers, but we enjoy having

Magic Keys Organ Club

guests come to learn to play

meets every third Saturday of

better.

Trexler.
We also plan picnics, cruises, theatre events, etc., and end

the month at lpm in the Ban-

We have a short business

the year with a Christmas din

quet Room behind Piccadilly

meeting. Sometimes members

ner at a fine restaurant. Join us

Cafeteria in Seminole Mall.

or guests play our Yamaha

for a couple of hours of relax-

Electone organ before or after

ing organ music.

We are a fun club of people

who love music. Our members

and friends have skill IeveIs

from beginners to pros. We welcome new mem-

our meeting.

For further information,

We have artists such as
Marco Mendez, Tommy John-

call (727) 321-2120 or (727)

525-8502.

son, Doug Thiel, and Chuck

and is situated in an area of

ST. PETERSBURG-The

print shop, sawmill, black

Pinellas Pioneer Settlement is

smith shop, and a completely

lush vegetation shaded by tow-

seeking produce vendois for

furnished l9th century home.

ering oaks, making this show a

its first annual Autumn Har

Hay rides, bobbing for apples,

pleasure for exhibitors.

vest and Farmer’s Market, at
Boyd Hill Nature Park, Octo

sack races and other fun activ

ber 20,2001.

ooo

The Art Arbor Festival

with activities for children,
music

and

environmental

The At Arbor committee

tion is looking to sell farm

is seeking artists and crafters

exhibits. Opportunities for the

fresh pumpkins, fruits, vegeta-

interested in showcasing their

public to learn about this

bles, flowers, plants, honey

work at the 2001 Art Arbor

unique 250+ acre public nature

and more.

Festival & Family Fun Days
on November 3 & 4 at Boyd

park are also available.

Hill Nature Park.

additional information and

the Pioneer Settlement, where
visitors will visit an authentic

The festival began in 1981

Mip©®rait3ijagl

FEATURING
5am-1 Oam Total Praise M-F. With the best in'
inspirational music, news, weather and the Spoken Word.

DIANE HUGHES:

2pm-6pm music to bring you home
from your work drive has adult music, traffic and interviews .with
St. Pete leaders.
UNCLE DAVE MICHAELS:

E-SMOOTH: 6pm-9pm the rookie is laid back with a positive
word for all. Sit back and enjoy the music as you wind down
from a Long day.

take you back home with your cur
rent favorite blues and greatest oldies.

TONY CHARLES: 9pm-2am

combines visual art and crafts

This old fashioned celebra-

The event will take place at

09

BONESHAKER: 10am-2pm with your adult favorites and good
conversation to guide you through your midday.

Produce Vendors, Crafters,
And Artists Needed ——

ities will also be offered.

Star 16

Call (727) 893-7326 for
exhibitor registration form.

not

Nite Riders’ Back-To-School Picnic

gram Manager at PineIIas Unit

make plans to

Takes place at Lakeview Park

motorcycle

• Nite Riders Van Club Back-toSchool Picnic, Sunday, September.
2nd, 12noon-3pm, Lake Maggiore
Park. Free school supplies
and food.
• Grand Opening of Supreme
Fashions, Inc., 2820 - 54tn Avenue
South, Saturday, September 1 st.
Free gift with any purchase and
many other special offers.

For ADVERTISING CALL
Donza Drummond, Saies Manager

.727-866-1060.

727^821-9947

HAVE A SAFE AND HAPPY

REQUEST LINE 864-1600

LABOR DAY WEEKEND!
DON'T DRINK AND- DRIVE!!!

Office: 327-WRXB (9792)

2060 - lst Avenue North, St. Petersburg, FL 33713

For more information about Community
Billboard, call us at (727) 896-2922

I
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Greater Mt. Zion A.M.E. Bethel

Pastor Joaquin Marvin and

Pastor Williams along with
the Harvest Day Committee

proclaim the preached Word at

Masters on Friday, September

day, September 23rd. Keep

the speaker of the hour. The

the

both services.

7th, 7:30pm.

your eyes and ears open, you

last quarterly conference, is

Church family invite you to

will be hearing real soon about

scheduled

the guest speakers.

September 5th at 7pm.

would like to thank evetyone

The Richardson Special

Plan to join us for an

who came out on last Sunday

Chorus will be making ajoyful

evening filled with fellowship,

noise until the Lord throughout

good gospel singing, fine food'

the day. Everyone is wel

and great fun.

to the Gourmet Chef Delight.
.It was a success.

Harvest Djay Committee

for

Wednesday,

Bethel

MetropoIitan

call the church office (3270554) if you have a need.

A

not want to miss this ceiebra98th

magnificent

the Body of Christ. You will

tion!!

worship with us on Sunday

Church Anniveisary celebra-

The Evangelism Commit-

during the 8 and llam services

tion has begun here at Bethel

tee Tent Crusade is in full

As we plan to have a

and Church SchooI at 9:30am.

Metropolitan. The month of

swjng. It has been a glorious

meets eveiy Tuesday at 7pm in

shouting good time for a suc

The ordinance of Holy Com

September is decreed anniver

week of praise worship and

the church fellowship hall.

cessful year of service to the

munion will be observed dur-

sary month. Many activities

soul winning This crusade

Pastor Clarence Williams

comed to partake in the Holy

and the Mt Zion family invites

Communion. Church School

the evening, Diana Hughes of

Pastor’s Aid Board Anni-

Lord, don’t forget Love Feast,

ing the 8 arid llam services.

are

you to worship with them on

begins at 9:30am. The Harvest

WRXB Radio Station-you

versary is scheduled for Sun-

Friday, August 31th. Have a

The Praise Team, Concord

Breakfast/Shower on Satur-

needs of the community with a

this first Sunday in September.

Day Committee is sponsoring

surely don't want to miss this

day, September l6th at 4pm.

God filled week..

Choir and #1 Usher Board is in

day, September 1, 2001 at

food and clothing giveaway on

Services begin at 7:30am and

“An Evening of Elegance and

event. Harvest Day worship

, Rev. Chico Dials, Pastor of

chaige.

8:30am will kick-off the eele-

Saturday^ September 1, 2001

llam. Pastor Williams will

Gospel Dining” at Banquet

program is scheduled for Sun-

New Life Ministry Giurch, is

bration and we invite the com

starting at Ham.

■

Mistress of Ceremony for

Our midweek Bible Study

IMA Annual New Philadelphia
Banquet----Revival is focus of New

of September on God's refer-

of these presentations is to

Community

ertces to remnants in scripture.

reinforce commitment of a

Street South, St Petersbutg,

Church for month of Septem-

Purpose of series is to create

remnant in each service mih-

FL

ber. The subject of revival will

and strengthen a remnant level

istry in church family.

Philadelphia

The Interdenominational
Ministerial Alliance of St.
Petersburg, Plorida cordially

Please comejoin us for this

be "Remnant Theology in Bib

of consciousness within the

Prayerful preparation will

invites you, your companion,

collegial event including spe-'

lical History." Goal of revival

body of Christ. This spiritual

be held weekly throughout

and Associate Ministers and

cially invited civic leaders.

is Christian unity in body of

awareness will move church

month of revival. A 10:00pm

Christ, the church. While total

forward in this present millen-

prayer chain will be conducted

unity is desirable, togetherness

nium.-

nightly among a remnant of

their companions to participate
in their Annual Banquet hon-

Music by Brother Ricky
Welch.

the

among a remnant is attainable.

A deeper understanding

church family members., It is

community arid their compan

opportunity to make a flee will

Moving Christ's chttrch for

of ministry will also be shared

desirable for aII to join in

ions.

offering at their table.

ward in 2lst century will be

during revival. The Deaconess

prayer, however, it is possible a

done by a remnant.

ministry will deliver a Christ-

remnant will be in prayer

Pastor will deliver a series

ian perspective on ministry to

every night throughout month

of sermons throughout month

the church each Sunday. Goal

of revival.

oring the cletgy of our. faith

will

Guests

Let us share our spiritual

have

RSVP: Dr. Gustave Victor,

blessings as we . break bread

(727) 894-1734, Elder Martin

together.

Rainey (727). 866-2589).

Annual Dinner Banquet,

WANTED

Saturday, September 8,2001 -

6pm, Prayer Tower. Church of
God

in

Christ,

l!37-37th

To Start
Frosh New Morning
Service
Stewart-Isom Memorial
327-0593

The Family
That Prays
Together
StayS
Together
"Soaring Higher in
- Christ Jesus" ;

• Sunday-worship Service,

• Tuesday- Operation "BIG EAR",

6:00pm- 7:00pm

spiritual

The Theme ‘Walking In The

with us. Bethel Metropolitan

Newness Of The Spirit” con

offets a kaleidoscope of min-

Transportation is available;

veys the message of unity in

istries for all ages and interest.

for

the

Faith is a gift bestowed by the Lord, joyfully illuminating
your path in a way no other light can. It enables you to
overcome obstacles, to endure hardships and to persevere
until you reach your goal. Would you like to walk by faith?
God is eager to grant His priceless gift to you, ifyou
will only ask for it.

FlRST BAPTIST INSTITUTIONAL CHURCH
3144

Rev. Wayne G. Thompson, Pastor

Sunday School............. .................... 9:3Q a.m.
Morning Worship . . . . .................. •.................. .11 a.m.
Night Worship . .
:......................... :7 p.m.
Tuesday Bible Class............ ..... .............. . . . 8 p.m.
Wednesday Prayer Meeting .... • • • • . . . . . 8 p.m.
Friday Tarty Service .. O ...... ..... A p.m?

Come Worship

Rev. Johnnie Lee williams, Pastor

CENTRAL

F

E
L
L

2232 62nd Avenue South
St. Petersburg, Florida 33712
(727) 867-2400

Pastor Keturah
D. Pittman

GRACE

Except-God build the
house they labor in
vain that build it.
Ps. 127:1

Bethel Metropolitan
Baptist Church

3455 - 26th Avenue South • St. Petersburg, FL 33711
(727) 327-0554
"Church of The Open Door"
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.

CENTER

1

O
SERVICE
' Sunday School

9:00am- l0:0()am

9:30-10:30
Morning worship 10:30
Evening worship 6:30
wed. - Pray 7:00
Bible Study 7:30

W

S
H
I
P

Phone
(813) 328-9412

NURSERYAND
CHILDREN’S
CHURCH
AVAILABLE

Pastor Leonard Wilson • Phone: 536-1890

Rev. Joaquin
Marvin

Faith Memorial Missionary
Baptist Church
1800 - 18th Avenue S., St. Petersburg, FL
Reg. Bragg L. Turner, Pastor

Membership Training 5 p.m.

Bible StUdy & Prayer
Meeting Tuesday 7 p.m.

'

1500 N. Pennsylvania Avenue

Travelers ResT

Clearwater, Florida 33516
Church Phone: 443-1945

Missionary Baptist ChuRCh

Parsonage: 446-6056

Rov. Fl eming Ta rve

Pastor

jSunoaiy Services .

Sunday Service ....................................................... ........................
.8:00 a.m.
Sunday School ................... z
.9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship.................... ............................ ,......................... ... . .11:00 a.m.
Baptist Training Union ................................ , .""5:00 p.m.
VYeeJzZj/ .Services
BiUe Class Monday, 7:00 p.m.
Prayer Meeting & BiLle Study, WeJnesJay 7:00 p.m.

Mid-Morning Worship Service ... .10:45 a.m.

“The church That's Moving Forward Together'

Morning Worship:
8:00 a.m. & 11:00 a.m.
Wed. NBC/AWANA/Bible Study/
Praise & Prayer 7:00 p.m.
Thurs. Midday Bible Study
1 2:00 noon - 1 :OO p.m.
Sat. Noon Day Prayer Hour
1 2:00 noon - 1 :OO p.m.
St. Jokn Missionary Baptist CLuxck

2183 - 22nd Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
ChurCh Phone: 822-4869
Residence: 824-6021

SUnday School 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship 11 a.m.

WlTH

THE FIRST BAPTIST FAMILY

Saturday Sabbath School.............. .........11, a.m.

7:00pm- Until
6:30pm- 7:30pm

• Friday- Great Book Review for Youth, 7:00pm.
• Saturday- Young Men's Bible Study, "Teen Word"
Each 2nd and 4th Saturday of the month

Third Avenue South
Petersburg, FL

ST.

Spiritual Counseling
• Wednesday- Prayer Meeting & Bible Study,

• Thursday- Tutoring for K thru 5th,

home we invite you to unite

in

SUNDAY SCHOOL - 9:30 A.M.

GRACE
FELLOWSHIP

9:45am

momentous occasion with us.

share

MORNING WORSHlP - 1l:OO A.M.

4240 central Avenue • St. Petersburg, FL 33711 , (813) 328-9412

....................11:00am

If you areseeking a church

are

to

munity

3000 - 4th Avenue S. • St. PeterSburg, FL
327-5926 * 327-2656

African Methodist Episcopal Church
• Sunday-Church School,

will also seek to meet the

Phone: 323-7518

GRACE FELLOWSHIP CENTER

Saint Mark

7pm

Prayer

growth of the entire family.

designed

Ali Nations Church of. God By Faith

Gospel Musicians

at

Our

this

(NBC) and Prayer service on
Wednesday

planned.

Tie ckurck where everyhody is somelody ana Christ- is all.

Sunday School,... ..............9:30 a.m.
Prayer/Praise Service (Wednesday), .7:00 p.m.

ELIM Seventh-Day
Adventist Church

Rev. Donald
F. Browne

801 - 6th Avenue S,, St. Petersburg, FL 33712

(727) 894-5246 / 823-1619

"WE ARE THE CHURCH WHERE CHRIST IS THE CENTER OF AtTflACTION"

SATURDAYS

Sabbath School: 9 am

lOth Street Church Of God

Morning Worship: 11 am

207 - lOth Street North, St. Petersburg, FL

Youth Hour: 1 Hour Before
Sunset.

WEDNESDAY

Prayer Meeting: 7:30 PM

ELIM Junior Academy & Day Care Center

Sunday School.............. . . . .....................' . . . .9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship
....................... ............. 11:00 a.m.
Wednesday Night Prayer Meeting/
Bible Study ................. .. ............................................. 7:15 p.m.
Evening Worship (1st & 3rd Sunday)............ 6:00 p.m.

. International Headquarters, Anderson, Indiana

Mt. Zion Primitive
Baptist Church
3700 22nd Avenue S. • 321-0020
Elder Clarence L. Warren, Pastor

Sunday School........ ..
.9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship ............ 11:00 a.m.
The church where everyone is welcome & the Spirit of Christ lives.
STEWART-ISOM MEMORIAL CHRISTIAN METHODIST

pw.
jt’

■ Ir *
T ■
' Wi

EPISCOPAL

Church

1820 Walton Street

St. Pete, FL 33712

(813) 327-0593

Sunday School: 9:30 a.m. • Morning Worship:' 11:00

a.m.

Greater Si. Paul
MissiOnary Baptist Church

Bible Study: Wednesday 7:00 p.m.
Rev.. Calvin Hopkins

532 33rd Street S. • St. Petersburg, FL

Sunday School..................................... 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship

..................... .. ..... .. 11:00 a.m.

EVening Worehip

... 6 p.m.

Baptist Training Union -5 p.m.

955 - 20th Street South

GaliIee MissiOnary
Baptist Church

St. Petersburg, FL 33712

Phone: 894-4311

505 - 35th Street S. • St Petersburg, FL • 327-3186
Morning worship .......................................... ..
.7:45 a.m.
Sunday School'. ./.......... . ...... . .9:15 a.m.

Tuesday Night

General Bible Study

Rev. Clyde Williams

1

To God Be Tke Glory”

Sunday School: 9:00 a.m.

Thursday Night Prayer

Worship Service: 8:00 a.m. • 10:00 a.m.

Meeting & TeacherS Meeting

Wednesday, Prayer Meeting: 7:00-8:00 p.m.

We welcome you at all times.

Wednesday, Bible Study: 8:00-9:00 p.m.

(Adult and Youth)

Mid-Morning Worship . , . . . . . . . ... . . .10:50 a.m.
Baptist Training Union .............. .5:00 p.m.
Mid-Week Worship ..................... Wednesday 7:00 p.m.,
Bible Study/Prayer Service............ Thursday 7:30 p.m.

Pastor Louis M.
Murphy, Sr.

Cortiejoinus at the Church where everyone is Welcome!

Rev. Earnest Jones,
Pastor
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Friendship MBC Emmanuel
“For as often as you eat

Service, the #1 Ushers • will

15

Breakthrough Christian

Spirit-filled week. Thanks

benediction. Pastor Glenn will

this bread, and drink this cup,

greet you and Pastor Evans ' again to Dr. Freddy L. Brown

Pastor Evans preached as

Sunday School will have its

ye do shew the Lord’s death till

will preach the unadulterated

for blessing us all with his elo-

never before with the Word of

annual picnic, everyone is wel-

You’re invited to join us in

he come. ” I Corinthians 11:26.

Word of God.

quent preaching and singin£.

the Lord coming forth with

come and invited to come. The

Friday’s “Jubilee Service” at

May God richly bless him as

compassion, as well as power

pastor is asking the men of the

7:30pm with Pastor Glenn

he continues to do his will.

from on high. God is a God

church to meet him there at

Weekly schedule:

who will not lie, so be encour

9am.

ministering.
Check the ad for the radio

aged to know the Word is true,

Pastor John A. Evans, Sr.,

Church School begins at

the official Church Staff and

9:30am with the Assistant

the entire Friendship Mission-

Superintendent presiding.

ary Baptist Church family

A second service is heId at

Thursday, September 6th -

invije you to worship with us

10:45am opening with th^

7-8:45pm, PrayerPraise Ser-

on this Sunday and to all

Praise Team.

vices, and Bible Study, also

church-related activities and

The Lord’s Supper will be

events during the week.

administered during both the

Services begin at 7:45am

7:45am and 1 lam services.

with the Deacons Ministry

Our Revival has conclud-

Breakthrough Service” at ll

thine heart, and lean not unto

tutoring will begin on Sept.

am and 7:30pm “Night of

Wednesday, September
12th - l2noon, Noonday Bible

your

Study, also each Wednesday

shall

Voices of Friendship (all

bered as souls were saved and

Life Ministiy serving lunch to

all were revived during this

all needy in the community.

Moore*s Chapel
church 321-3545.

Moore’s

Church, presents Saturday

Church

Whitson, Assistant Superin-

night live 2001, September 8,

family welcome you to their

tendents. Eveiyone is asked to

services, this 1st Sunday in

attend.

Rev. Marcus Burke, and

Chapel’s

Chapels

Jr.

7pm.

Meetings, Rehearsals, Ser-

Rev. Marcus Burke, the

September the 2nd, during

both 8am and llam services.

officers

Holy Communion will be

Moore’s

administered by the pastor dur-

Moore’s Chapel Day will be

ing both services, assisted by

held the 2nd Sunday in Sep-

tiie Assistant Pastors and the

tember, the 9th -1 lam. Theme

and

vices

members of

Chapel,

Annual

Noon day prayer service,
wed., 12 noon.
Prayer

Service/Bible

Study, Wed., 7pm.

Youth Choir (ages 5-12)

Stewardess Board. Rev. Burke

“Christians coming together,

reheaisaI, Tues., 5:30pm.

will preach during both ser

on one accord, the Father, the
Son and the Holy Ghost.

ing, Monday after the 3rd Sun-

vices. The Male Chorus will

Lay Organization

Meet-

sing, directed and aceompa-

Moore’s Chapels Share

nied by musician, Geraldine

Food Program open registra-

Mays with Carlos Farley on

tion through September 6th

Mass Choir Rehearsal Thursday before the lst and

the drums. For transportation

open to everyone for $ 14 and 2

2nd Sunday, 7pm.

to church, please contact the

hours

service.

Male Chorus Rehearsal -

Transportation Ministry, willie

Please call the church 321-

Thursday before the 3rd and

E Bryant, 894-6067, Anthony

3545, Monday through Thurs-

4th Sundays.

Macon,

w.MS.-wednesday., after
lst Sunday, 6pm.

volunteer

Robert

day, or Sister Margaret Butler,

Golden, 867-0156 or Mose

867-0156, or Sister Mae Jack-

Bell, 867-0601.

Church school will begin

son, 502-5540.
For further information

at 9:30am. Brother Mose Bell,

and order forms, caII the

328-0022,

PEACEFUL ZION M.B. CHURCH

understanding,

3rd. This year we are blessed

Prophecy” with Pastor Glenn

to have four nights of tutorin£.

ministering in both services.

-

If you need assistance before

the classes began, please call

we’re Iooking for you at
Breakthrough, 1940 49th

Sister. Rollins or the Pastor’s

Street South. Call us at (727)

home

321-4986; fax us at (727)321-

service of the Lord with us

become available to help you.

today. ;•

Thank you for helping your

We thank God for our vis-

day

day, 4pm.

wjth

(Thursday) we’re looking for

2nd, Communion will be

Brother Scarbourgh and his

you at the Holiday Inn &

plan on coming at 9:30pm or

served in the morning woiship

family in the loss of his father.

Suites in Clearwater, U. S.

after, you’ll be just in time for

service. Please join us in wor

Also, Sister Rachel Burke in

ship.
On Saturday, September 1,

the loss of her sister.

2001, llam at Ft. Desoto Park,

the things He has done.

are

Dress Code!!

Come as you are - No

*74e
o/ The Weekly
Challenger W&t
At

To God be the Glory for all

shelter 8 North Beach, the

Come And
Ewe
Bask In The
"Alabaster
Masjid Al-Muminin
Anointing” -

With Allah's Name, The Merciful Benefactor, The Merciful Redeemer

lslamic Services

ly at 7pm and on September 16

Church of God Women ’s Conference 2001 invite you and

at 1 lam.

yours to Come and Bask in the
“Alabaster Anointing”.

4016 l2th Avenue South, St.

speaker will be

321-8574. For further infor

Guest

Glenda

Evangelist

Jumuah Prayer - Friday 1:30 p.m.
Qur'anic study - sunday lUOO.a.m.
Taleem - 12:00 p.m.

The church location is

Petersburg, FL 33711, (727)

A.

lmam Wilmore Sadiki
3762 - 18th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33711
(727) 327 - 8483

mation please contact Miranda
at 823-1135.

williams. This event will be

2 f 37 ^4oe«teie. Sruitd
St. ^etenadctn^.,
337/2
(727) X2/-S444
Sunday School 9:30
Sunday Morn 11:45
Monday Prayer 6:00
Tuesday Bible StUdy 7:30
Friday Service 7:30

Pastor Tony B.
Young, Sr.

1

1

TRInity Presbyterian Church
(727) 327-8560

9:00 AM................ ..................................... .. ................ ; Z ..... . Prayer Time
9:30 AM..................................................................................................... Sunday

12:30 PM............... ............... .................................... . After Service Fellowship

■£:

WeJnesday 6:30 PM Prayer Meeting an J BiLle Study
'

You are invited to share spiritual nurturing, preaching o( the Gospel

.1

Dr. Frederick D. Terry

and a (Christian community ior everyone

Macedonia Freewill Baptist Church
2361 SeVenth AVenue South
St. Petersburg, FIorida
ReV. John Copeland, Pastor

309 - 15th Avenue North
St. Petersburg, FL 33704
Telephone (727) 893-1741

Morning Worship.......................................
8:00a.m.
Sunday School............................................................................ 9:30a.m.
Mid-Morning Worship.... .............................................. 11:00 a.m.
Prayer Meeting and Bible Class Wed........................... 7:00 pm.

Bishop RonaId Moten, Pastor
Alfreda Moten, Co-Pastor •

Communion is obsenzed quarterly
the first Sunday after eVery 5th Sunday.

Bisllop Rona Id Mote n and tke Wings of Fai tli Ckurck Family would
like to extend to you a personal invitation to worship with, us during
our scLUtiled times:

For transportation to the church, call 327-8196 or 327-2391.

the Church Where Everyone Is Welcome

Sunday School
1
9:30'A.M.
M drning Worship & Children's Ckurck 10:45 A.M.

Nelrr

lnbelphto Commumtu Church
The Reverend Don A. Gaskin, Pastor

Tuesday

Intercessory Prayer & Bible Class

School

11:00 AM. ............................................. k.................................... Worship

WINGS OF FAITH CHRISTIAN CENTER

Prayer/Fasting

1948 49th St. S. * St. Pete, FL 33707
church: 327-8072
Pastor: Elder. Franklin EVans

Our prayers

Norma@breakthroughcc.com

2830 - 22nJ Avenue South • St. Petersburg, Florida 33712

' yT-lr

Emmanuel Christian
Fellowship Inc.

com; email us: Pastor or

Tonight, Tonight, Tonight

PEOPLE OF CHRIST CHURCH

321-3545

3037 Fairfield Avenue
'
St. Petersburg, FL
Early Morning Worship........ ....... . 8:00 a.m.
Sunday School. ................ ......... 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship..... .... ;........... ...11:00 a.m.

3937. Check us out on the

web: www.breakthroughcc.-

Pastor Glen Miller

held September 12 -14, night-

Rev. Marcus H. Burke, Jr. - Pastor
3rd century

will

be in Christ Jesus.

vices. On the lst Sunday, Sept.

1st & 2nd Saturdays SR.
Choir Rehearsal....11:00 a.m.

Moore's Chapel
AME Churcn

someone

selves become all that you can

Dominion Worship Center

Y.P. D.-Meeting 3rd Sun-

and

Highway 19 North at 7:30pm
(we do start promptly). If you

Wednesday Youth
Rehearsal.................5:30 pm.

The Church Where Christ Is The HEAD

path.”

iting friends who shared in the

B.T.U.......... .5:00 p.m.
Thursday Prayer & Church
Evening Worship..... 8:00 p.m.
School Study............. 7:30 p.m.

Tuesday Evening
Bible Class........ .,7;30 p.m.

thy

Proverbs 3:5,6

2051 - 9th Avenue South, St, Petersburg, FL 33712
ReV. F.G. JackSon, PaStor
(813)822-2455
Church School...... ....9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship,,,, 1t :00 a.m.

direct

You are always welcome

charge, assisted by Brother
Anthony Macon and Rev. Ira

Moore’s

own

acknowledge Him and He

at Emmanuel to any of our ser-

Superintendent, will be in

Where

Sunday Morning’s “Power

Youth Enrichment Hour.

choirs) will render the Song

Church

schedule and times. Join us in

again, so therefore, Emmanuel

ed, but it will be well remem-, from l2noon-2pm, Bread of

“The

It's that time of year again,
the school bells have rung

Trust in the Lord with all

leading the Devotion. The

Everybody Is Somebody”

if only we believe.

be ministering.

2335 - 22nd Avenue South
P.O. Box 15935 • St. Petersburg, FL 33733

- Welnesday, 7:30 P.M.

Wisdom School 9:50 AM • Morning Worship 10:30 AM
Bible Study Fellowship 6:30 PM (Wed.)

New Faith
Free MethOdist ChurCh

Deacon Ministry..........................
7 . ....................................... Deacon Edward Nesbitt
Finance Ministry . .
. . ... . . . . .’................ •....,................................. James Robinson

children & Youth Ministry ................................................................... ................... Joyce Robinson
clerk Ministry ...................................................................................................................Wyvonnia McGee

2427 Irving Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL

Sunday School

"A Church With Passion for God and Compassion for People"

Pkone: 824-2814, Pastor • 323-1290, church

Morning Worship

THEME: Looking Upward, Searching Inward, Striving Onward.

Bible Study (Monday)

Sunday Morning Services
Sunday School . ........ ...... ... . . . ..... .9:30

Prayer & New Comers class

6:30 p.m.

(Wednesday)

Daily Prayer (M-F)

Morning worship-. . ... ... ....................... .... . .11:00

11 a.m -12 p.m.

Youth Bible Study . . .................... . . .................... .wed. 6:30

“AllAre Welcome’’* “Bring A Friend"

Adult Bible Stud? & Prayer Service

BREAKTHROUGH CHRISTIAN CENTER

am

1 940 - 49th Street South

am

St. Petersburg, FL

pm

............. .'.wed. 7:00 pm

Rev. Curtiss L. Long, Pastor

(727) 321-4986/888-447-PRAY (7729) • Fax (727) 321-3937
Website: www.breakthroughcc.com • E-mail: pastor@breakthroughcc.com

"PROPHETIC FIRE IS FALLING"

FSeTheL African MeThod!ST

Friendship

"We're Busy as Bees But Sweet As Honey"

3300 - 31st street South

912 Third Avenue North
St. Petersburg, FL 33705
Phone: 727-822-2089

St. Petersburg, FL 33712

(727) 906-8300

Pastor John A. Evans

Church School ...............................9:00 A.M.

Sunday 7:45 AM and

11 AM Worship

New Member Class ........ 9:00 A.M.
Morning Worship ........ 10:30 A.M.

Sunday School 9:30 AM

Noonday BibIe Study and
Bread of Life

Thursday

Church^

TAPE MINISTRY/DYNAMIC PRAISE & WORSHIP-

-

Missionary Baptist

Wednesday .

EPISCOPAL

Prayer and BibIe Study 7 -PM
aIso Youth Enrichment Hour

Rev. Roosevelt Hardy
Pastdr

Prayer / Bible Study . . Tuesday 7:00 P.M.
Youth Bible Study . . .Thursday 6:00

PRAYER 30 MINUTES
BEFORE EVERY SERVICE

"Power Breakthrough Service"
11:00 AM
*

\

“A Night of Prophecy" @ 7:30 PM Sunday
TUESDAY "WORD EXPLOSION" - 7:30 PM
FRIDAY "JUBILEE SERVICE" 7:30 BM

.

NURSERY/TODDLER MINISTRY (5 & under),

A

A

SUNDAY SERVICES ONLY.

RADIO MINISTRY-WRXB-1590 AM
Monday through Friday 6:00-6:15 AM
SUndays 9:30-10:00 AM
WTAN-1340 AM Sundays 4:30-5 PM

PASTOR/PROPHET
GLENN MILLER :

COME AS YOU ARE - NO DRESS CODE

"A Place of Healing and Restoration"

Pleasant GroVe Trayelers* Rest Affirmations To Live By MB Church----- Missionary
Thoughts For Success----TraveIers’ Rest family wel-

Ronald Hicks for additional

the Pleasant Grove Church

The Rev. Fred Cooley and
the Friendship Baptist Church

comes you to fellowship ser

family invite you to worship

of Pinellas Park will worship

with them on Sunday, Septem-

with us on Sunday, September

vice on Sunday, September 2,
2001. we extend greetings to

ber 2nd. The Angelic Choir

9th, at 6pm. Auxiliary and Dis-

you. We are the Church where

Day Bible Study, llam. Mass

will render Song Service, and

trict’s Day will be observed on

Christ is the center of attraction

Choir rehearsal, 7pm.

Usher Board #1 will serve in

Sunday, September 23rd, Bar-

and the Word of God is

Sat., September 1: Men’s

the 7am Early Morning Wor-

bara Walker, Chairperson.

preached. School begins at

Ministry meeting, 8am- Evan-

ship Service.

More information will be

9:30am followed by Morning

gelism Ministry, lOam.

given when received.

Pastor Joseph Gordon and

information.

Weekly Activities:

Worship at 1 lam. Ministry of

Wed., September 5: Prayer

The 31st Annual Conven-

the Word will be preached by

and Praise led by Mass Choir,

Deacon Philip Carter presid-

tion of the Tampa/St. Peters-

Pastor Browne. The Mass

7pm. Young People Bible

ing, Mid Morning worship
begins at l0:50am. Choir #1

burg Male Chorus will be host-

Choir will minister to us in

Study, 7pm. Bible Study, 7:30-

ed at the Pleasant Grove M.B.

song, Usher Board #1 will

8:30pm., Rev. Browne.

will render Song Service and

Church Sunday, September

serve as doorkeepers and the

If you need transportation

Usher Board #1 will serve.

30th, at 3pm, Deacon Johnnie

Men’s Ministry will serve as

to Church, please contact the

Holy Communion will be

Jackson, President. Anyone

£reeters. Holy Communion

interested in purchasing a Ieaf

will be served.

Sunday School begins at

administered in both services.

mind in such 'strength or

force. It is located slightly, an

specific

NNPA Guest Contributor

degree that my emotions, my

inch or so, above the imagi-

to work on. The more consistently you use these affirma-

Twelve affirmations to live

Thurs., August 30: Mid-

9:30am with Superintendent

By Herbert Hams

by:

1. I have a positive selfimage.
my abilities.

reason for living.
4. I think positively, with

understanding

and faith that

I

can realize my purpose.

my life. Health, wealth, happi-

already possessed the quality

ness, love, success, prosperity

or attribute described in your

and money come to me in

affirmation.

great abundance.”

12. I execute my plan and

Use this daily affirmation
each morning to help you

mind’s eye.
6. I always focus on the

Do this exercise when you get

them out and repeat your affir-

office at 8224869 by noon on

spring out

mations, with feeling, as often

tive attitude and with positive

Saturday.

up each morning, and before

positive.

you go to bed each night.

as possible during each day.

expectations for the day.

Stand in front of your mirror,

When you read your affirma-

For more information on

focus your eyes on your third

tions over two or three times

local and online bookstores

eye. (Your third eye is a spiri-

each day, be sure to add special

caIl (800) 788-3123.

tual connection to the universal

emphasis and feeling to the

and courage to be inner direct-

Gladys D. Newton, President.

Jura Philpot, Gladys D. New-

young adults to attend a break-

with our fellowship.

ed.

The Nurses Guild will

ton or Melissa A. Collins for

fast/business meeting on Sat-

meet Thursday, August 30th, at

details.
Pleasant Grove cruises to
Alaska June llth-19th, 2002.

urday, September 1, 2001 at

at 727-864-2937 after 7pm for

your life would be if you

own ability.

you for the next 21 days. Pull

home, we invite you to unite

details.

with unshakable faith in my

mation on a 3-by-5 index card.

dially invites all the men and

ness Meeting will be held on

Daily affirmation: Today

is the most magnificent day of

purpose, seeing it clearly in my

please see Mildred Jackson,

5th. Please contact Kay Curry

need to work on. Close your

eyes and visualize exactly how

Carry the index cards with

Mission will meet at 3:30pm,

8pm. The Third Quarter Busi-

Have a safe and enjoyable

8.1

take possession of my

Labor Day!

Calendar Tea And FaShiOn
St. Mark
Missionary Baptist Show------- ---------------------------- Show to be held on Sunday,

Petersbuig. Dr. AIvin Moore is

office for further information

September 16th, at 4pm.

the PastorTeacher.

or directions at (727) 896-

Friday, August 31st at 7:30pm.

Sarah Anderson and all co-

St. Mark is holding our

it filled AnnuaI FeIIowship

The Youth Ministiy will

directors of the youth would

next Praise and Fellowship

which was held on Sunday,

cordially invites you to attend

The church is located at

August 26th, at 7am. .

their Calendar Tea & Fashion

2120 l9th Street South in St.

sponsor a trip to Islands of

like to express sincere thanks

Hours Friday, August 31,2001

Adventure on Saturday, Sep-

to Zema Florence of Prayer

from 6 - 7pm and will be fol

The St. Mark M.B. Church

tember 8th. All interested per-

Tower, Charlie Brooks of St.

lowed by dinner prepared and

famiIy extends an invitation to

sons please turn in your

Paul M.B. Church and all

served by Team #2. Sister

all to join us on Sunday, Sep

monies by September 2nd to

guests for a most spirit-filled

Willie Jean Lawson is the

tember 2nd for a full day of

Deacon Jim (Sarah) Anderson

Youth Day.

speaker on the phrase “and He

worship. Early morning ser

shalI

direct

thy

paths”

or Tempie Etheridge. Remem-

Thou£ht for the week:

ber - all children under eight

“Beware of false prophets,

years of age must be accompa- 5

which come to you in sheep’s

nied by an adult.

clothing, but inwardly they are

Deaconess-Trustees

and

tist Training Union at 5pm.

a ravening' wolves. ” Matthew

wives of St. Mark sends its

7:15.

appreciation to all those who

PIease join with us as we celebrate the goodness of God.

of the National Baptist Convention of America, Inc., will

Deacon Lee D. Moore,

convene in New Orleans, LA,

Publicist. Rev. Joseph Gordon,

September 3rd-7th, Dr.

Pastor.

E.

Edward Jones, President.

(Proverbs 3:6b).

The Family That Prays
Together Stays Together

Sunda Services:
Churc School . . . ................................................................ 9am
Praise & Worship Services. .......................................10:30am
Tuesday Services:
'raver Service.......... .. .........................................................6:30pm
Prayer
Bible Study
7pm

First. Mt. Zion

820 20th Street South
St. Pete, FL
Home: 896-8006

ST. MARKMISSIONARY’ BAPTIST CHURCH

Meeting at Covenant Presbyterian Church
4201 6th Street South, St. Petersburg, Florida

Wednesday Bible Study: 7:30 P.M.

• Wholistic Ministry (Physical, Mental, and Emotional)

Church School...................................... '............9:30 a.m.

Morning Worship...................

. . 9:00 a.m.
. .10:30 a.m.
.. .7:00 p.m.
. . .5:00 p.m.
. . -7:00 p.m.
. . .7:00 p.m.

Good Samaritan Baptist FeIIowship
Sunday Worship Service: 8:45 A.M.

schedule of Services

Bro. Robert Smith

Sunday Morning Bible Class
Sunday Morning Worship . .
Ladies Bible Class Monday .
Sunday Evening Worship . .
Monday Evening Bible Class.
Wednesday Evening Bible Class .

"The LiTTLE Church Where
Everybody Is Somebody"

1301 - 37th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL

Phone: 898-3838

20th Street
Church Of
Christ

Church Services
8:00 a.m..................
.Morning Service
9:45 a.m............................. Sunday School
11:00 a.m..................... .Worship Service
5:00 p.m. ....... ?.................... B.T.U.
Pastor

The Family
That PrayS
Together
StayS

Together J

Missionary Baptist ChurCh

Join us as we lift up the name of Jesus

The members wouId like to invite
you and your family to worship with
us. Our services are:
Tuesday Morning Prayer
9:00am
Weds.-Family Worship
7:00pm
Sunday School
10:00am
Sunday Morning Worship 11:15am
Sunday Evening Worship 7:00pm

CH

1121 22nd Street Sq., st. Petersburg, FL
Rev. Wallace Elliott, Pastor

Dr. Alvin Moore,

5228.

UR

by our llam service and Bap-

joined them for their verv st>ir-

You may call the church

WHAT'S MISSING?

SchooI at 9:30am, followed

The Ministers-Deacons-

2120 - 19th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(727) 896-5223

Bible Holiness Church of God in Christ

CH

vices begin at 7am, Sunday

NEW HOPE MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH

419 - 5th Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33701

of bed with a posi-

8am. Please contact Deacon

The New Hope Baptist
Church Unity Day Committee

The 12lst Annual Session

the quicker you will get the

desired results.

Exercise: Write each affir-

7. I have the confidence

Trustee Board will meet at

five times with feeling. Pick
out one affirmation that you

11.1 persist in my efforts

produce desired results.

If you are seeking a church

First deposit due September

create yourself, with feeling,

5.1 constantly visualize my

The Men’s Ministry cor

Also, the Deacon and

10. I have a plan for my

tions, and any othersyou may

Repeat each affirmation

, 9.1 always act in the pre-

success.

3.1 define my purpose and

on the historic memorial tree,

dent.

nary line connecting your eyes,
at the midpoint.)

sent. I do it now.

2.1 believe in myself and

Also, the General Home

7pm, Essie R. Evans, Presi-

instincts and my body are

under my control.

affirmation you need

• Bible Based Fellowship Considering the Biblical Commands in Light of Contemporary

Problems

11 a.m.

• Promoting the Self-Worth and Equality of All Persons

Baptist Training Union........................................... 5 p.m.

• Non-Sexist Participation • Youth Ministry

Evening Worship r............................................. 6:30 p.m.

Pastor: Elder B.O. Walker

NATHANIEL W. TINDALL, II, PASTOR

Prayer Meeting
Thursday......................................................................

7 p.pi.

Rev Brian. K. Brown

Prayer Tower Church 01 God In Christ

St. Joseph Church

1135 37th street south, st. Pete, FL
“One week fiom. church makes one weak.”

Elder Clarence Welch, PaStor

2101 - 22nd Ave. S., St. Petersburg

Sunday School 10 a.m.
Morning Service 11:30 a.m.
YPWW 5:30 p.m. Sunday
church Service 6:30 p.m. Sunday
Night Services 7:30 p.m.

Bible Band, Thursday 7:30 p.m.

Christ GospeI Church
/

//
r/

SUNDAY

Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:45 a.m.
EVening Worship 7:30 p.m.'
TUESDAY

Bible Study 7:30 p.m.
FRIDAY

EVangelical SerVice 7:30 p.m.
PRAYER TIMES

Tuesdays, Fridays & Sundays - half an hour
before service.
Mondays & Thursdays, 7:30 p.m.
Friday nights at midnight.
RADIO BROADCAST

Sundays 7:45 a.m.
If you would like to come to church and do not have a way,
call 327-0997.
The Church Where EVeryone Is Welcome

/

9 a.m. and 11 a.m.
Gospel Choir 9 a.m.

4000 - 5th Avenue S., St. Petersburg, FL 33711
Rev. William W. Johnson, Pastor

Tuesday Services 7:30 p.m.
Prayer Meeting, Wednesday 7:30 p.m.

2512 22nd Ave. S.
St. Pete, FL 33712
327-0997
Rev. P.D.H. Leonard
Pastor

Sunday Masses Are At:

MT. PiLGRIM MlSSioNARY BAPTIST CHURCH

Sunday School ... .. ............................................................9:30 a.m.
Worship Service........................................................... .. 11:00 a.m.
Prayer Service ................. ........................ Wednesday 6:30 p.m.
Youth Bible Study................................. Wednesday 6:30 p.m.
Adult Bible Study................................... Wednesday 7:00 p.m.
Aaints 9oausecl ''Jox

Traditional Choir 11 a.m.
Father Callist Nyambo, Pastor

PleaAant C/Mute MiMuMGSuf fc&ptiAt Gltuftclt
- 2550 9th Avenue S. • St. Petersburg, FL
Early Morning worship....................................................................... .7:00a.m.

^Juluxe '

sunday school........................................................

9:30a.m.

Morning worship....................................................................................10:50a.m.
Baptist Training Union............................................................... 4:30 p.m.

GREATER MT. ZION

Communion....................................................... 7:00 a.m. & 11:00 a.m.

AFRICAN METHODIST
EPISCOPAL CHURCH

Prayer Meeting & Bible study

wednesdays...................................................................................... 7:30 p.m.
Rev. Joseph Gordon, Pastor

919 - 20th Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Early Morning Worship 7:30 a.m.
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
All Male Bible Study Weds. 6:30 p.m.
Rev. Clarence williams,
Prayer Meeting Wednesday 7:30 p.m.
Pastor
Bible Study Monday 6:00 p.m.
Vintage Bible Study Wednesday 11:00 a.m. - 12 noon

Live Broadcast WRXB (Every Sunday 8:30 a.m.)
Tape Ministry • Bus Ministry
Need a tape of a service or transportation - Dial 894-1393
("The church with a heart in the heart ofthe city")

“The Church Where Everybody Is Somebody”

New Hope Missionary
Baptist ChurCh
2120 l9th St. S., St. Pete • 896-5228
10:30 AM...................... PRAISE & WORSHIP SERVICES

.................... SUNDAY

9:00 AM.......................................... CHURCH SCHOOL...............................SUNDAY

5:00 RM................................. FELLOWSHIP & DINNER......................... TUESDAY
7:00 PM.......................................... BIBLE STUDY............................................TUESDAY
6:00 PM.......................................... PRAYER SERVICES

................... TUESDAY

7:30 PM............................... MASS CHOIR REHEARSAL.................. THURSDAY

Join us for any of our services where you will always find

“JESUS BEING PREACHED AND TAUGHT”
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Two St. Petersburg Neighborhoods
Named "Florida Main Streets"-------ST. PETERSBURG After three years of Town

Melbourne and Jay, St. Peters
burg’s Grand Central Business

meetings and planning 22nd
Street Redevelopment, Inc’s
offices and members, neigh
borhood presidents, residents,
business owners,. Housing
Authority/HopeVI, staff, City
staff and other dedicated supporters and partners boarded a

District was ranked No. 1 and
the 22nd Street South Redevelopment Corp., Inc., was
ranked No. 2.
The two winners were

selected by the Ad Hoc Florida
Main Street Advisory Com
mittee after presentations held

forty-seven passage coach that
today in Eustis. They will now
be referred to Secretary of;
traveled to Eustis, FL on
August'23, 2001. The group
State Katherine Hants for
made its presentation to the Ad
approval. Once approved,
Hoc committee which comes
each organization will receive
under the Secretaiy of State , a $10,000 grant and ongoing
Katherine Harris. The committechnical assistance from the
tee is comprised of representastate to redevelop their historic
nei£fiborhoods. This award
tives of state government and
organizations such as the caps off a two year effort on
League of Cities, 1000 Friends
the part of neighborhood volof Horida and the National
unteers working in partnership
.Trust Thanks to everyone that with city staff.
assisted in this great effort.
In letters to support both
Please come and be a part of i group's application, Mayor
this great growth and rebirth of
Histone 22nd Street South.
Call JeanGlaude Petit, Main
Street Manager at (727) 8931981 for more information on

Rick Baker said, ‘’St Petersburg is undergoing an eco

nomic and cultural rebirth.
However, it is imperative that
this growth is managed to
how you can become a part of ensure that older communities
this team. Also, join one of the are able to retain their historic
Main Street Four Point com authenticity”. Reacting to the
mittees (Design, Organization- 'news that both communities
al, Promotion and Economic were selected, he said, “DesigRestructuring).
nation for these two areas
Two SL Petersbuig revital- shows that our community is
ization groups applied to the organized and knows how to
State of Florida for designation redevelop and energize our
as official Florida Main Street neighborhoods. Their hard
Communities. After presenta- work in putting forth these
tions from the two SL Peters- applications is evident, and
butg groups, and the cities of has paid off.”

OVer The Labor Day Weekend - The Weekly Challenger
Would Like To Remind Yau To Re Safe &
lYon't Drink & DriVe.

CHRISTIAN MUSIC EVENT OF THE YEAR
UR

Changes

Everythin

LarnelIe Harris

Dino

Winner of 5 Grammy Awards

More than 18 Albums

Dino Defines Greatness!

39 DoVe Awards

Best Gospel Performance, Male
1988 & 1989

Sandi Patt

Best Pop Gospel Album 1991

5 Grammy Awards

Over 11—Million Recordings
3 Platinum and 5 Gold

SUNDAY,

Premier Piano Virtuoso

Religion in Media Award
A Grammy and 8 Dove Awards

11 Dove Awards

September 30th 7:00 pm

MAHAFFEY THEATER
■

dAC

BAYFRONT Center, 400 FlRST STREET SOUTH, St. Petersburg

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

Tickets: Reserved Seaung $40.00
FREE GIFT with any purchase, and many

other special offers.
Come and check out our huge variety of men’s suits, shirts,
slacks, and shoes.
Visit us at:
2820, 54th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL
1-727-866-1060
or, e-mail us at: supremefashionsinc@hotmail.com

FOR MORE INFORMATION AND TO PURCHASE TICKETS

Center for Positive Living
727-328-0848

Ticketmaster
727-898-2100
813-287-8844
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Obituaries
GREEN, BERTIS, 77,
died August 5, 2001.
survivors
include
two
brothers, Frazier Green, B.F.
Greene; two nieces, Nancy
Colemen, Michele Delaney;
three
nephews,
Aaron
Green, Allen Green, B. F.
Greene, Jr; numerous grand
nieces, nephews, cousins
and
sorrowing
friends.
Chestnut Funeral Home,
Gainesville.

O r
GainesVille

St. Pete

Ocala

Final Rites

Final Rites
L

Final Rites
L
J

GERMAN, ROBERT
JEROME, 58, died August
4, 2001. survivors to

GAUSE,
GERALD
AUBREY, 73, died August
18, 2001. survivors include
his sister, Rosie; niece,
Ronda
Lynn
Reneau
Holland; Cousins, Bernice
Downing, Annetta smith,
Evelyn Gause, Avinetta
McCleave, Eveiyn Hamilton, Dierdre Parks, Richard
smith, George Sabb along
with a host of nieces, nephews, and friends. McRae
Funeral Home, St.’ Petersburg.

i

r

ClearWater

NUNN, DAISY J. 96,
died August 18, 2001. she
leaves to mourn five daughters, Dorothy Fluitt, Joyce
Jenkins, viola vickers, Lois
(Jesse)
Porter,
Lerosa
(Ulysses) Dixon; four sons,
warnell “W.B.” (Retha)
Maxey, Ray (Anne) Nunn,
Eddie (Geraldine) Nunn,
Arlington “sonny” (Ruth)
Nunn; thirty nine grandchil
dren; eighty three great
grandchildren; 70 great
great grandchildren; and
three great great great
grandchildren; well loved
by many nieces, nephews,
cousins, host of friends.
Cunningham’s
Funeral
Home, Ocala.

FLEMING, ESTELLA,
62, died August 11, 2001.
survivors include her children, Moses Fleming, Jr.
(Beverly), Pamela Fleming
Ferguson, Mona Fleming,
Issac
Fleming
(Faye),
George (Maxine) Fleming;
one sister, Helen Jones; one
brother,
David
(Aida)
Ducree; five grandchildren;
Eric
Ferguson,
Gerrod
Ferguson, Brandon Fleming, Issac Fleming,- Jr.,
Reneisha Fleming; one
great grandchild; sisters-inlaw, Rutha Hayes, Bertha
Sapp; brother-in-law, Clarence Brown; numerous' nieces, nephews, cousins and
sorrowing friends. Chestnut
Funeral Home, Gainesville.

Final Rites
L_
_J

include one son, Robert
Saxon (Carolyn) German;
two grandchildren, Jonna
M. & Jania M.; mother,
Mrs. Henri Mae Brooks;
brother, John L. Grayson
(Mary); a devoted grandmother, Mrs. Hattie Butler;
father-in-law, Arthur Lewis;
one aunt, Mrs. willie B.
Curry; one brother-in-law
and three sisters-in-law;
ancillary brothers & sisters,
Bill, Norma, Freddie &
Ollie; and a host of nieces,
nephews, cousins and sorrowing friends. Chestnut
Funeral Home, Gainesville.

JOHNSON, YVONNE
LAVERN, 48, died August
1, 2001. survivors include
her
husband,
James
Johnson, Sr. ;one loving
son, Christopher Holman;
three step-children, Cherlyn
Johnson & James Johnson,
Jr, Charlotte Johnson; seven
sisters,
Addie
Rivers,
Margaret Smith, willie Jean
(sammy) williams, Jacqueline Rentz, Gloria Cromwell (Leroy), Altamease
Jamison (Charles), Gladys
Burnett; one brother, Jackie
wilbur smith* (Sandra);
three grandchildren; and a
host of nieces, nephews,
cousins, aunts, uncles and
loving friends, Martha Ann
Golston
Danzy (best
friend). Chestnut Funeral
Home, Gainesville.

Whatever youdesire ofthe Lord, take it
Himin prayer.
.
,
--J’.".

SANDERSON,
DEVOE, SR. 86, died
August 13, 2001. survivors
include his devoted wife,
Joyce, daughters Charlotte
and Carol; one son, Devoe,
Jr.; and a host of family and
friends will cherish his
memories. Chestnut Funeral
Home, Gainesville.

PAIGE,
ROSA
M.
SAUNDERS,
79,
died
August 5, 2001. survivors
include two loving daughters, Ethel (James) shropshire, Linda (Paul) Davis;
two sons, Darrell (Nakesha)
Paige, Kenneth Eubanks;
nine grandchildren; ten
great grandchildren; two
sisters-in-law; one brotherimlaw; one aunt, susie
Holmes Giles; special niece
& nephew, Dr. Tina Craig,
Alvin La vane, Gregory
Frampton; two great-nieces,
Dr. Caren Craig & sherry
McKinnon; one special devoted cousin, Larry Saunders; and a host of sorrowing relatives, friends, nieces,
nephews, cousins & The
Friendship Train. Chestnut
Funeral Home, Gainesville.

TERRY, SIVINA, 90,
died August 5, 2001.
survivors
include
two
daughters, Bessie Hendrix,
Betty Jean Terry; 5 sons, Sid
(Rosetta) Terry, Jr., Fred
(Catherine) Terry,
SR.,
Ernest (Margaret) Terry, Jim
and Bill Terry; three sisters,
Dora smith, Rena Smith,
verleen williams; 28 grandchildren; numerous great
grandchildren, nieces, nephews and friends. Chestnut
Funeral Home, Gainesville.

THOMAS, LEO F.,
SR., 61, died August 4,
2001. survivors include a
devoted mother, Pearly
Thomas; five daughters,
Pamela Davis, Lisa Pittman,
Dana Thomas, Delronica
Moore; three sons, Mario
Thomas, Leo F. Thomas, Jr.,
Rolondo Moore; three sisters, Maola James, Beatrice
williams, viola Hutchinson;
two brothers-in-law, Elder
Jake James, Tillman WH1iams; four brothers, Hezekiah Thomas, Jr., Pervis
Thomas, Elder Phillip Thomas, James Thomas; three
sisters-in-law, Ethel Thomas, Annie P. Thomas,
Annie M. Thomas; fourteen
grandchildren, one greatgrandson, a host of nieces,
nephews, cousins, Carolyn
Thomas and two dedicated
special friends: Claretha
Morris and Mary Moore.
Chestnut Funeral Home,
Gainesville.

j
CUNNINGHAM’S

(Summers ^Funeral ^oms

Funeral Home, P.A.

"Personalized with the Utmost Dignity,
Confidence and Understanding"

"Your Friends Who Care "
SERVING THE MARION COUNTY COMMUNI
TIES SINCE 1953 AT AFFORDABLE PRICES'

An Easy Way to Pay
Limousine Rental service

In Advance For Your Funeral
351-0566 .................................... Lillie T. Shelton, L.F.D.
2238 NW 10th St,...................... Alvis summers. L.F.D.
Ocala, Florida 34475 ..................................Notary Public

"YeS, that's right, there
ABRAMS,
JAMES
“JIMMIE” ABRAMS, SR.,
73, died August 17, 2001.
Survivors
include
his
daughter, Carrie B. (James)
Davis; his son, Jimmie
(Nellie) Abrams, Jr.; brothers, Gus (Margaret) Abrams,
watson Abrams; grandsons,
Jimmie Lee Love, Sr.,
Kevin
Abrams,
Mark
(Nicole) sidney; granddaughters, Adrienne (Demone) Butler; and Julia Mae
Davis; eight great-grandchildren; and a host of
friends, neighbors to include
Eugene Gardner, Sr., and
other relatives. Young’s
Funeral Home, Clearwater.

for your funeral and

The average funeral costs much less today than most people

?
a.l.

LicenSed Funeral
DirectorS

Cunningham

18 N.W. 8th Avenue............... .................... .
.(352) 372-2537
P.O. Box 592 . ....................... ............................. (352)377-6128
GainesvilIe. FL 32602 ...................... ....... .. . Fat: (352) 377-5678

732-5354
732-5355

732-5353

434 N.W. Martin Luther King Jr. Ave., Ocala, FL

more.

If you pay now, your funeral is fully funded and won't pose
a financial burden to those left behind.

Dwayne E. Matt

Immaculate Matt

needs and your budget. You choose the payment plan you

want and if you relocate - your plan goes with you.

Zion Hill Mortuary Inc.

Don't delay ...

(727) 328-0466
funeral planning.

Funeral Director
Since 1975

442-2388

•

think. However, in the future, an average funeral will cost

Robert C. Young

Clearwater, FL

P7R

Charles S. Chestnut, III, L.F.D., - Charles S. Chestnut, IV, L.F.D.
Larry M. Saunders, L.F.D.

A Full Service Firm

1005 Howard Street

“Quatfry and Service”

FELIX SNOW

Call or Write to us today
to learn more about

(Corner So. Greenwood Ave.
& Howard)

jSjP

have peace of mind/C

Affordable monthly payments are available to suit your

Young's
Funeral
Home

LINCOLN MEMORIAL GARDENS
WITH PERPETUAL CARE
CREMATION IS AVAILABLE

is an easy way to pay

1700 - 49th street south • st. Petersburg, FL 33707

Dwayne E. Matt, Licensed Mortician

McRae Funeral Home
1940 Martin Luther King Jr. Street South
St. Petersburg, FIorida 33705
(727) 895-6005

Edna L. Matt

"Service is the Soul's Highest calling"

DON’T LEAVE YOUR FAMILY IN DISTRESS!!
You CAN be insured TODAY.
Call: Prince Matt, Jr., Licensed Pre-Need Specialist for:
Zion Hill Mortuary Inc.
1700 49th Street South
St. Petersburg, Florida
Bus. PH
(727) 328-0466
Home
(727) 867-4246
Pager
(727)426-1106
Dwavne E. Matt. Funeral Director & Mortician
------- ;-----------------------------------------------------------------

Prince Matt, Jr.

SMITH FUNERAL HOME
Since 1987

''Taking Time To Serve Others"
There are over 50 decisions
to make at the death of a
loved one

Your first decision may be
the most important one
.. .
.....
Pnnce Matt, Jr.

• Prepaid insurance is available for everyone, regardless of your health problems
(even if the client is in a nursing home).
• A variety of options are open to you, such as:

Consider us first
for

QUALITY AND AFFORDABLE
SERVICE

• Complete Traditional Service with Burial.
• Graveside Service.
• Full Traditional Service with Cremation.
• Direct Cremation with "Scattering of the Ashes at Sea" Ceremony.

For Peace of Mind for you and your family, make your appointment today.

Phone 727-894-2266
Fax 727-821-8728

1534 18th Avenue South - St.Petersburg, Florida 33705

